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nABSTRACT
In cold climate regions, ice accumulation on insulators decreases their insulating
strength, sometimes resulting in flashover faults and the consequent power outages.
This problem has been paid great attention by many researchers and a large number of
publications and reports have been available. It was found that one of the most common
evidence on ice-covered energized insulators is the presence of air gaps along the ice
surface due to corona discharge activities.
The corona discharge at the icicle tips in the air gap is the first stage of the
flashover process. During these corona discharge activities, a large number of space
charges, including the positive and negative ions, are generated and, in turn, they
influence the electric field distribution in the air gap and the consequent sequential
discharge activities. However, due to its invisible properties and its complexity, the
influence of the space discharge on the electric field distribution and on the flashover
process is generally ignored in previous studies.
This present thesis aims to study the fundamental and initial processes of electric
discharge in the air gap on the ice-covered insulators, within the framework of the
NSERC/Hydro-Quebec Industrial Chair on Atmospheric Icing of Power Network
Equipment (CIGELE) and the Canada Research Chair on Atmospheric Icing
Engineering of Power Network (INGIVRE), at the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi
in collaboration with The Key Laboratory of High Voltage Engineering and Electrical
New Technology of the Ministry of Education at Chongqing University (CQU). In order
to simplify the study, a physical model, an icicle/iced-plate electrode system, is
introduced based on numerous previous investigations to simulate the icicle tip and
ice-covered insulator surface on real ice-covered insulators. Experimental investigations
mare systematically carried out in an artificial climate chamber in the High-Voltage Lab
of CQU. Using a measurement system consisting of a ultra-violet camera,
CoroCAM IV+, and a special-designed pulse current sensor, the corona discharge
characteristics such as the corona inception voltage (ViDC), the discharge volume at VmC,
the repetition rate of discharge pulses, and the current pulse waveform are investigated
in detail under different parameters. These parameters include the gap distance, the
environmental temperature, the freezing water conductivity, the atmospheric pressure
and the voltage polarities as well as the voltage types. Subsequently, the statistic
analysis is applied to the experimental results and the influence of these parameters on
the discharge current pulse characteristics is determined.
In order to reveal the physical mechanism underlying the corona discharge and
determine the influence of space charge on the consequent discharge processes, a
dynamic physics process of space charge is proposed to analyze this discharge
phenomenon. A mathematical model is established to simulate the drift and diffusion
process of the space charge clouds. From this model, the critical time of space charge
clouds are calculated and are validated with the experimental results. Finally, the
possible influences of space charge on the fiashover of iced-covered insulators are
analyzed and discussed.
The study results give a better understanding of the corona discharge at the tip of
icicles on the ice-covered insulators. However, due to the time limitation and the
complexity of this phenomenon, further studies are necessary to complete the model and
theory. Several recommendations are proposed for future studies.
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RESUME
Dans les régions au climat froid, les accumulations de glace sur les isolateurs
diminuent leur performance électrique, résultant parfois en contournements et pannes
d'électricité. Ce problème a attiré l'attention de nombreux chercheurs et a amené à la
publication de nombreux articles et rapports. On a découvert que l'un des signes les
plus courants associés aux isolateurs recouverts de givre est la présence d'intervalles
d'air le long de la surface de glace, causés par l'activité des décharges couronne.
La décharge couronne à la pointe des glaçons dans l'intervalle d'air est la
première étape du processus de contournement. Durant ces activités de décharges de
couronne, un grand nombre de charges d'espace, incluant les ions positifs et négatifs,
sont générés, ce qui influence la distribution du champ électrique dans les intervalles
d'air ainsi que les activités de décharges séquentielles conséquentes. Cependant, dû
aux propriétés invisibles et à la complexité des décharges d'espace, son influence sur
la distribution du champ électrique et sur le processus de contournement a été
généralement ignorée dans les études antérieures.
Cette thèse de doctorat vise à étudier les processus fondamentaux et initiaux des
décharges électriques dans les intervalles d'air des isolateurs recouverts de givre. Ce
travail a été effectué dans le cadre des activités de la Chaire industrielle
NSERC/Hydro-Québec/UQAC sur le givrage atmosphériques des équipements des
réseaux électriques (CIGELE) et de la Chaire du Canada sur l'ingénierie du givrage des
réseaux électriques (INGIVRE) à l'Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, en collaboration
avec le Key Laboratory of High Voltage Engineering and Electrical New Technology of
the Ministry of Education à l'Université de Chongqing. Dans le but de simplifier l'étude,
un modèle physique, un système d'électrode recouvert de glace, a été conçu sur la base
de nombreuses investigations antérieures pour simuler la pointe des glaçons et la surface
glacée d'isolateurs réels recouverts de glace. À cette fin, des tests systématiques ont été
effectués dans une chambre climatique du laboratoires de haute tension de l'Université
de Chongqing. Utilisant un système d'acquisition de données consistant en une
caméra à ultraviolets CoroCam IV* et un détecteur de pulsations de courant
spécialement conçu à cette fin, les caractéristiques des décharges de couronne tel que
la tension de seuil de la décharge couronne, le volume d'apparition de couronne, le taux
de répétition des impulsions de décharge et de variation du courant ont été analysés en
détail selon différents paramètres. Ces paramètres incluent les intervalles d'air, la
température ambiante, la conductibilité de l'eau de congélation, la pression
atmosphérique et la polarité du voltage ainsi que les types de voltages. Par la suite, les
résultats expérimentaux ont été soumis à l'analyse statistique et l'influence de ces
paramètres sur les caractéristiques des pulsations de décharge a été déterminée.
Dans le but de mettre en lumière le mécanisme physique sous-jacent les
décharges couronne et de déterminer l'influence des charges d'espace sur les
processus de décharge induits, un modèle physique de charges d'espace dynamique a
été proposé pour analyser le phénomène de décharge. Un modèle mathématique a été
élaboré pour simuler le processus de dérivation et de diffusion des nuages de charge
d'espace. Ce modèle permet de calculer et de valider le temps critique des charges
d'espace. Finalement, les influences possibles des charges d'espace sur le
contournement des isolateurs recouverts de glace sont discutées.
Les résultats de l'étude donnent une meilleure compréhension des décharges de
couronne à la poine des glaçons accumulés sur les isolateurs recouverts de glace.
Cependant, dû à la limite de temps et à la complexité de ce phénomène, des études plus
approfondies seront nécessaires pour compléter le modèle et la théorie. Plusieurs
recommandations ont été proposées pour de futures études.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Arc: A continuous luminous discharge of electricity across an insulation medium,
usually accompanied by the partial discharge volatilization of the electrodes, or a
discharge of electricity through a gas, normally characterized by a voltage drop in the
immediate vicinity of the cathode approximately equal to the ionization potential of the
gas.
Background Noise: The total of all sources of interference in a system used for the
production, detection, measurement, or recording of a signal, independent of the
presence of the signal.
Breakdown: the abrupt transition of the gap resistance from a practically infinite value
to a relatively low value.
Corona (Air): A luminous discharge due to ionization of the surrounding a conductor
caused by a voltage gradient exceeding a certain critical value.
Corona Inception Voltage (CIV): The lowest voltage at which continuous corona of
specified pulse amplitude occurs at the applied voltage is gradually increased. Where
the applied voltage is sinusoidal, the CIV is expressed as y r- of the peak voltage.
Corona Pulse: A voltage or current pulse which occurs as some designated location in
a circuit as a result of corona discharge.
Electric field strength: At a given point in space, the ration of force on a positive test
charge placed at the point to the magnitude of the test charge, in the limit that the
XXI
magnitude of the test charge goes to zero. The electric field strength at a point in space
is a vector defined by its components along three orthogonal axes.
Flashover: A disraptive discharge through air around or over the surface of solid or
liquid insulation, between parts of different potential or polarity, produced by the
application of voltage wherein the breakdown path becomes sufficiently ionized to
maintain an electric arc.
Glow Discharge: a discharge of electricity through gas characterized by: a change of
space potential, in the immediate vicinity of the cathode, that is much higher than the
ionization potential of the gas; a low, approximately constant, current density at the
cathode, and a low cathode temperature.
Leakage Current: The total detector current flowing at the operating bias in the
absence of radiation.
Partial Discharge (PD): An electric discharge which only partially bridges the
insulation between conductors, and which may or may not occur adjacent to a
conductor.
Space Charge: A net excess of charge of one sign distributed throughout a specified
volume.
Test Object: an encapsulated stand-alone, executable test procedure.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
AC Alternating current
CIGELE NSERC/Hydro-Québec/UQAC Chair on Atmospheric Icing of Power
Network Equipment
CQU Chongqing University
D Ddiffusion Coefficient of ions
DT Diffusion coefficient of ions in horizontal direction
DL Diffusion coefficient of ions in vertical direction
DC Direct current
DC+ Positive DC voltage
DC- Negative DC voltage
E Electric field strength [kV/m]
Eapp Electric field strength from applied voltage
Es Electric field strength from space charge
Ere Electric field strength of re-inception
The mean Electric field strength in the air gap system
The maximum Electric field strength in the air gap system
Voltage gradient along arc
The maximum withstand strength
XXIII
Ed The critical electric field strength of corona discharge
F The form factor of gap space,
HV High voltage
K Boltzmann constant
N Air density
NaCl Sodium Chloride
Po Standard atmospheric pressure
P Atmospheric pressure
Q Corona discharge magnitude (pC)
Sin The inner curve surface of critical volume
Sout The outer curve surface of critical volume
T Temperature (°C)
UQAC University of Québec at Chicoutimi,
Varc Voltage drop along arc
Vine Corona inception voltage (kV)
Vapp Applied voltage
Vo Corona inception voltage at standard atmospheric pressure
X The boundary of critical volume
d Air gap distance (cm)
dc The distance in radial direction from the central axis of corona
channel
xxrv
dr Distance be tween point and electrode t ip a long radial direct ion
e Electronic charge
k Mobil i ty of ions
k+ Mobil i ty of posit ive ions
km Effect parameter of a tmospheric pressure on V^c
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous supply with electric power has become one of the major foundations of
industrialized societies. Various technologies of modem life, such as communication,
transportation, heating, cooking, health care etc., rely solely on electricity in order to work,
and any outage will often cause major problems.
The first public power station was put into service in 1882 in London. Soon, a
number of other public supplies for electricity followed in other developed countries. The
early systems produced direct current at low-voltage, but their service was used mainly for
electric lighting from Deptford to central London over 28 miles at lOkV. By 1890, the art
in the development of an AC generator and transformer had been perfected to the point at
which AC supply was becoming common, displacing the earlier DC system. From the
earliest days of electricity it was realized that, to make full use of economic generation, the
transmission network must be tailored to production with increased interconnection for
pooling of generation in the integrated system, hi addition, the development of
hydroelectric power needs to carry that power over long distances to the centers of
consumption were recognized, which makes the insulation components in electrical
equipments, in particular various insulators, play an increasingly important role in the
operation of power systems.
Insulators are the devices which are used in power networks to support, separate or
contain conductors at high voltage. They function to electrically separate and mechanically
connect two conductors with different electric potentials. Normally, most insulators are
used on high-voltage overhead transmission lines and substations. They are called outdoor
insulators and required to withstand extreme changes in environmental conditions, and their
properties directly determine the safety of power systems.
1.2 DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
In the cold-climate regions of the world, during the winter, overhead transmission
lines and their substations are subjected to atmospheric ice and snow accretion, both of
which may cause mechanical damage or electrical failures to power systems.
Mechanical damage is caused by external load to the towers, transmission lines and
substation hardware which are too heavily loaded to collapse the lines with dramatic
consequences. The second is a change in the insulators' performance that sometimes may
result in flashover faults and the consequent power outages. Both of them cause trouble in
national economic and daily life [1] [2] [3] [4]. Such events have been reported by many
authors in various countries such as Canada [5] [6] [7] [8], the United States [9] [10] [11],
Japan [12], Norway [13], China [14], England [15] and Finland [16].
A typical example of insulator flashover incidents in Canada occurred on March 9-
10, 1986, within the Ontario Hydro network [8]. Due to freezing rain and fog, the surface
of the insulators accumulated ice and short icicles, which resulted in 57 successive
flashovers. Of these, 27 involved transmission line insulators local to the area just west of
Toronto. Most of the 500 kV transmission systems in southern Ontario were collapsed in
this incident. Another example of flashover events took place on April 18, 1988, at the
Arnaud substation in the Hydro-Québec network [7], A series of six flashovers, caused by
insulators covered with wet snow, resulted in a major power interruption for a large part of
the province of Québec.
This problem has motivated researchers to investigate this phenomenon, and
numerous studies have been carried out for over 30 years [1-16]. It has been found that one
of the most evident phenomena is the frequent existence of air gaps with adjoining icicles
near the HV terminal of energized insulator strings [2] [7] [8], due to the corona discharge
activities at the tip of icicles around the electrodes.
Concerning ice distribution along insulators, it should be noted that in general,
during icing events, only the windward face of the insulator is covered with ice and icicles
[2] [3], while the opposite side is free of ice. In addition, the ice accretion along the
insulator's surface is not uniform, as several parts are ice free; these areas are referred to as
air gaps due to the heating effect of corona discharge activity, increase in air temperature,
or ice shedding.
The existence of air gaps will inevitably distort electrical field distribution around
the insulators and cause a significant voltage drop across the gaps [17] [18] as shown in
Figure 1-1, and non-uniform electrical field distribution along the ice-covered insulators.
Electrical field stress at the icicle tips is even stronger. If the electric field stress in these
areas is high enough, the corona discharges will be initiated. This can lead to the formation
of local arcs across the air gaps causing a substantial increase in leakage current and a
concomitant melting of ice. The discharge activity in these areas is shown in Figure 1-2 as
an example, which causes a substantial increase in leakage current and melting of the ice.
(a) (b) (c)
(a) Clean insulator, (b) Insulator with dry ice having an upper air gap,
(c) Insulator with ice having water film and a upper air gap
Figure 1-1 Electric field distribution around ice-covered insulators
The flashover process consists of several stages [3], including the accretion of ice,
the formation of air gaps, the inception of corona discharges at icicle tips, the formation of
local arcs across the air gaps, the development of local arcs along the ice surface, and the
final flashover. Therefore, the flashover on the ice-covered insulators is a very complex
phenomenon [19] which is influenced by many factors, such as the distribution of the
electric field, the state of the ice surface, the characteristics of the air gaps, the
environmental conditions and the insulator geometry.
(a). Ice-covered post-station insulator with air gaps;
(b). Inception of corona discharge along the air gaps.
Figure 1-2 Corona discharges along the air gap
Although numerous investigations of the discharge activities on the ice-covered
insulators have been carried out, so far very few investigations on the corona occurring
from icicles can be found. The spectrum of corona discharge falls mainly within the ultra-
violet spectral range, i.e. the light wavelength X=280-400 nm. Because this type of
discharge is too difficult to be observed with the naked eye, so this discharge is not yet
completely understood and its influence on the electric field distribution and consequent
flashover process on the ice-covered insulators is ignored too.
The occurrence of corona discharges at icicle tips is the first stage of the flashover
process, and will produce a large quantity of space charges around the icicles [8, 9]. In turn,
these space charges will affect the electrical field distribution around the icicles, and
consequently affect the successive discharge activities as well as their development [20]
[84]. Therefore, the corona discharges at icicle tips play an important role in the formation
of the initial arcs and even in the flashover process.
A more thorough review of previous studies is presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In order to advance our understanding of corona discharge at the icicle tip, this
research will propose a simplified icicle configuration based on the laboratory investigation,
and a method using CoroCAM IV* and sensors to detect corona discharge characteristics
occurring from icicles. The relationship between applied voltage and discharge modes will
be revealed, and several parameters affecting these discharge properties will be considered,
including the influence of air gap distance and freezing water conductivities as well as
icicle status on the inception voltage and glow. These investigations will also be analyzed
and discussed in detail.
The overall objectives of the present Ph.D project are to systematically study the
corona discharge phenomena using an ieicle/iced-plate air gap systems its possible
influence on the discharge activities of the ice-covered insulators. This study will be carried
out based on the collaboration between NSERC/Hydro-Quebec/Université de Quebec à
Chicoutimi (UQAC) Industrial Chair on Atmospheric Icing of Power Network Equipment
(CIGELE) and the high voltage laboratory of Chongqing University (CQU).
More specifically, the objectives are as follows:
> Design of a physical model to simulate the air gaps of icicles/ice-covered
insulator surface occurring on the ice-covered insulators;
> Creation of the detecting and measuring system for observing and recording
the characteristics of corona discharge;
^ Determination of the corona inception voltage and investigation of the
discharge volume at Vinc, discharge frequency and discharge current waveform
under a variety of conditions;
y Study of the statistic characteristics of discharge magnitude and revelation of
the existence of space charge and its influence on the sequential discharge
activities;
y Establishment of a mathematical model for calculating the space charge
diffusion and drift, and analyzing the effect of space charge on the discharge
processes of the ice-covered insulators.
1.4 METHODOLOGY
In order to attain the objectives of this study, a series of laboratory experiments
were initially carried out in a climatic room and the results were subjected to a theoretical
and statistical analysis. The main methods used in this study are summarized as follows:
1. In order to simulate corona discharge in different temperature and pressure
levels, a climate chamber is set up;
2. The air gap on the ice-covered insulators is investigated and the parameters of
icicle configuration are determined. An aluminum model is designed to form the
icicle and a metallic plane with a thickness of 2 mm is introduced to simulate
the ice on the insulator surface;
3. To study the corona discharge, a CoroCAM IV* is used to record the corona
discharge and a current pulse sensor is designed and calibrated to detect the
discharge pulses and current pulse waveform;
4. The test systems consist of the HVDC generator, the icicle/iced-plate system,
the current pulse sensor, CoroCAM IV*, data acquisition system and a
computer [20][21][22];
5. In order to eliminate the background noise and the interference from HV
electrode and wires, a 10 mm diameter aluminum tube is introduced to avoid the
effect of sharp point as source of corona discharge [23];
6. The statistic method is introduced to calculate the discharge magnitude;
meanwhile, the relationship between the discharge magnitude and the time
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interval is presented in order to reveal the influence of the space charge on
sequential discharge activities [20] [24] [84];
7. A physical mechanism of space charge is proposed to explain the effect of space
charge based on the observed phenomena;
8. A mathematical model is proposed to verify the experimental result on the space
charge.
1.5 STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY
In this work, the electric discharge in the air gaps on the ice-covered insulators and
the space charge formation process were firstly systematically studied using an icicle/ice-
covered plate system.
The author designed the physical model and an experiment setup to detect and study
the initial electric discharges at icicle tips. These investigations included the corona
inception voltage, the discharge volume at Vine, the repetition rate of discharge pulses, the
waveform of discharge current pulse and the discharge pulse magnitude, and their affecting
factors.
In order to reveal the existence of space charge and its influence on the succèdent
discharge activities, the relationship between the discharge magnitude and the time interval
was determined and a mathematical model was established to analyze this discharge
phenomenon. The drift and diffusion process of the space charge clouds can be estimated
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using this mathematical model. Finally the possible influences of space charge on the
flashover processes on the iced-covered insulators were investigated.
1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This thesis is comprised of 9 chapters.
The present chapter is an overall introduction for this PhD thesis, hi this chapter, the
research objectives, methods used, and main contributions of this study are briefly
described.
The literature review in the second chapter summarises some previous
investigations related to the present research. The chapter is divided into three parts: first,
investigations of ice physics; secondly, investigations of the ice-covered insulators; finally,
investigation of corona discharge, including the measurement method and the discharge
pulse characteristics etc.
The experimental set-up and the test procedures are described in Chapter 3. The
physical model is presented, and the design and the performance of current pulse sensor are
illustrated in details, finally all experimental parameters are interpreted.
The experimental results are presented and analyzed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Chapter 4 mainly focuses on the corona inception voltage and the discharge volume at Vine-
Chapter 5 deals with the discharge pulse series and the discharge pulse waveform. Chapter
6 reveals the statistical results of discharge pulse magnitude.
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In Chapter 7, the influence of space charge on the sequential discharge activities is
analyzed and the schematic illustrations of space charge are proposed to explain its
influence on the discharge activities and development.
Chapter 8 sets up a mathematical model of space charge drift and diffusion, and
some calculated results will be presented to validate the experimental results. In addition,
the influence of space charge on the flashover processes will be analysed.
hi Chapter 9, general conclusions are deduced from the preceding discussions, and
some recommendations are proposed for future research.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A large number of studies have been carried out on the flashover on ice-covered
insulators. The current chapter presents a brief overview of these studies, and mainly
involves three different fields: ice physics, arc discharge on the ice-covered insulators and
corona discharge. Concerning the corona discharge, up to now, there have been very few
studies performed using icicles, but most investigations focused on metallic electrodes.
2.2 INVESTIGATION OF ICE CHARACTEMSTICS
2.2.1 Electrical Conductivity of Ice
For a perfect single ice crystal (homogenous crystalline structure without any
pollution), the number of free electrons is negligible and the only mechanism of electrical
conduction under a DC field is "proton jump" [25] [26]. Therefore, the conductivity of pure
ice is very low; when some impurities exist in the ice, the conductivity increases
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significantly. The impurities play a major role in electrical conduction. In addition,
polarization effects at external and internal surfaces (cracks, bubbles in the latter case)
contribute to the true conductivity of ice. Furthermore, it has been reported that the dc
conductivity of ice samples depends very significantly on the time period between sample
preparation and the experiment due to ageing effects [27].
Under an alternating field, additional phenomena can occur [26]. Whereas ice does
not have permanent electric dipole moment, it is readily polarized (by shifts in the electron
cloud distribution and by proton jumps). Under DC field, the same electric energy is
dissipated in the reversing of induced dipole moment. This dissipative effect, called
dielectric absorption, gives rise to an effective electrical conductivity, i.e. it is much larger
than the dc conductivity of pure ice.
Experimental results showed that the pure ice may be classified as a semiconductor
due to its specific conductivity of 10~8~10~9 S/cm [26]. It has been revealed that the
conductivity of ice made from de-ionized water is roughly independent of temperature
between -20 °C and -0.1 °C, whereas the conductivity of tap water ice increases with the
temperature by a factor often within this range. Most of the increase appears between -5 °C
and-0.1 °C[28].
Measurements on ice samples formed from ice with controlled conductivity
(80X10"4 S/m-lóOxlO"4 S/m) showed that the surface conductivity is about ixlO"6 S when
the air temperatures are below 0 °C [29]. As the temperature rises above 0 °C, surface
conductivity increases rapidly; this can be explained by the formation of a liquid water film
on the ice surface. As the water covers the surface uniformly, conductivity value tends to
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saturation. A maximum value of about 5 xlO"6 S is reached for ordinary frozen ice formed
with freezing water of lóOxlO"4 S/m.
Regarding the atmospheric ice accretions on actual HV insulators, it has been shown
that the conductivity of the melted surface layer of the ice build-up clearly exceeds the
value of the freezing water [30]. Specifically, the conductivity value of the undersides of
the insulators and the icicles exceeds the freezing water conductivity by 100 times. This is
explained by the process of wet ice accretion on the insulators, where impurities diffuse to
the surface before the water freezes.
2.2.2 Physical Characteristics of Ice Surface
It has been reported that ice seems to be a member of the small family of solids,
which may exhibit anomalous surface properties in the sense that a quasi-liquid transition
layer exists on at least some crystal faces at temperatures somewhat below the melting
point [33]. A phase change of the ice surface to a quasi-liquid state is observed at a
temperature a few degrees below the melting point. The temperature ranges from -6 °C
to -3 °C. This estimated temperature appears to agree with the critical temperature in the
measurements of the surface conductivity of ice, where a large increase in surface
conductivity is observed for temperatures above T=-4 °C [29]. Another study on the surface
and volume conductivity of a single ice crystal [32] showed also that the value of surface
conductivity increases rapidly as the temperature rises. A threshold value was defined,
where the surface conduction becomes more dominant than the volume conduction ranging
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between -35 °C < T < -10 °C. An investigation on the surface conductivity of ice samples
formed under various freezing conditions revealed that the ice bulk conductivity is very low
compared to the surface conductivity in the range of ambient air temperatures
between -12 °C and -8 °C [29]. Therefore, two different temperature characteristics are
suggested for the regions above and below the threshold temperature [33].
Recent investigations show that a very thin quasi-liquid layer is present on the ice
surface even for very low temperatures [34] [35] [36] [37]. This layer is quite small at
lower temperatures, extending over just a few molecular layers for a temperature T=-10 °C,
and it becomes thicker with increasing temperatures [34]. Detailed molecular-scale pictures
of the ice surface at temperatures as low as 90 K, obtained by low-energy electron
diffraction, show that water molecules are bound in a lattice, but these are not frozen like
those in the layers beneath them [37]. Thus, greater molecular mobility exists in the ice
surface than in the crystalline bulk. The ice can be seen as being composed of three parts: a
core region of bulk ice surrounded by a surface and a subsurface region, which can all be
distinguished by their vibrational spectra [36]. The high degree of vibrational motion by the
water molecules in the surface layer is attributed to the absence of other molecules above
them, resulting in unsatisfied bond. The existing bonds between the atoms are weakened,
which gives rise to liquid-like vibrational motion and frees molecules to interact with other
particles [37]. Above a certain temperature, this enhanced motion leads to a state of high
energy ("high density phonon bath") and a separation of individual molecules from their
original sites. This phonon-bath enables a high rate of accommodation of molecules and an
easy energy transfer [35]. The un-relaxed surface bi-layer can be characterized on an
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atomic level by both three co-ordinate molecules with either dangling hydrogen or dangling
oxygen and four co-ordinate molecules distorted with respect to tetrahedral symmetry [36].
In addition to the fact that a quasi-liquid layer is always present on the surface of the
ice, another phenomenon contributes to an increased surface conductivity. Due to the fact
that the potential energy of the crystal lattice varies inversely with the number of
dislocations, foreign molecules are excluded at the liquid-solid interface during the ice
formation [38]. When a water-salt solution is cooled down, pure water freezes first and
forms an ice crystal. Then, the salt ions diffuse into the liquid phase, resulting in higher
concentration of ions and thus higher electric conductivity of the surface layer [38].
Measurements on actual HV insulators confirm that the conductivity of the melted surface
layer significantly exceeds the conductivity of the freezing water that was initially used to
form the ice [28] [29] [30] [39].
2.3 FACTORS AFFECTING FLASHOVER CHARACTERISTICS ON THE ICE-
COVERED INSULATOR
2.3.1 Air Gaps
2.3.1.1 Formation of Air Gaps
Flashover phenomena have been studied worldwide for over 30 years. At UQAC,
the Research Group on Atmospheric Environment Engineering (GRJEA) and the more
recently created NSERC/Hydro-Québec/UQAC Chair on Atmospheric Icing of Power
Network Equipment (CIGELE) have worked in this field for over 25 years
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[1][2][17][18][51][52][53]. One of the most evident phenomena found for ice accretion on
energized insulators is the frequent presence of air gaps near the HV terminal
[2][3][17][40][41][42][43][47] and other sections of insulators completely covered in ice.
These air gaps are formed during the growth period of icicles due to the activity of corona
discharge at the icicle tips. The high temperature of partial arcs make icicles melt and then
slow or stop the growth of icicles between insulators sheds in these areas. The appearance
of partial arcs halts further elongation of the icicles and may even melt them. This process
is the basis of air-gap formation and, when the accumulation is terminated, a careful
examination of the ice surface shows the presence of air gaps around the electrodes.
If the electric field across the air gaps is high enough, corona discharge is initiated.
This leads to the development of local arcs to form arcs along the ice surface and will cause
a substantial increase in leakage current, and probably bring the flashover happen when the
arc reaches a critical length. Therefore, these air gaps and consequent corona discharges
play an important role during the whole flashover development process [14].
2.3.1.2 Geometric Form of Icicle Tip
The geometrical dimensions and typical number of icicles are important parameters
for the establishment of numerical models for further studies such as electrical field
calculations. A small number of scientific publications are conducting investigations with
artificial icicles. The geometrical parameters reported in the literature are summarized and
listed in Table 2-1 by S. Brettschneider et al [44]. Their length varies between 3 cm [45]
and 5 cm [46]. hi [47], Farzaneh et al. presented photographs of icicles grown on
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industrial high-voltage insulators under various electrical field conditions. The curvature
radii vary between 1.5 mm in the case of positive DC and 3 mm in the case of AC. An
angle to the vertical of 14° to 15° was estimated from these pictures.
Field observations over several winter periods were reported in [41]. An average
value of 5 mm was observed for the thickness of ice, whereas the length varied widely
depending on the type of insulator and the severity of the freezing rain conditions.
Table 2-1 Parameters of artificial icicles reported in literatures
Literature reference
AC DC+DC-
OiariK'tcr of icicle tip
(mm)
Length (mai)
Anglef)
Curvature
radius(mm)
Conductivity |fiS/cm|
Radius of plane (mm)
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2.3.1.3 Influence of Air Gap on Electric Field Distribution
The flashover of ice-covered insulators is mainly caused by non-uniform voltage
distribution along the insulator string. Studies on the electrical field distribution along ice-
covered insulators have been carried out at CIGELE for several years. M.Farzaneh et al.
[17] [18] found that when the insulator is covered with ice, especially when the water film is
present on the ice surface, the original electric field distribution will be dramatically
distorted and very high electrical field strength will appear at the air gaps[18], which may
cause corona discharges and, frequently, local arc formation.
C. Volât et al [53] found that, for one standard post insulator, the first four sheds
withstand about 50% of applied voltage under clean conditions and about 70% with ice
accumulation. The Electric field strength at these areas increased observably, and it was
observed that the corona discharge and local arcs always start at these air gaps. If the
applied voltage is high enough, the arc will propagate along the ice surface and may result
in a complete flashover.
2.3.1.4 Influence of Air Gaps on Flashover Voltage and Breakdown Voltage
Farzaneh et al [54] found that the number and position of air gaps have significant
effects on the flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators. In 4 different configurations of
air gaps, the 50% withstand voltage, V50, has the lowest value when two air gaps appear at
the top and the bottom of the insulator string, respectively. It has the highest value with the
3 air gap configuration. The position of the air gap also has an obvious effect on the
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flashover performance of ice-covered insulators. When two air gaps are at the bottom of an
insulator string, an additional air gap will be created near the ground electrode during
flashover, resulting in the occurrence of 3 local arcs along the ice and in a flashover voltage
higher than that with two air gaps at the top and bottom of the insulator string respectively.
X. Chen et al [55] investigated the influence of the air gap on the flashover
performance of a cylindrical ice sample. The maximum withstand voltage, VMF» increases
with the increase in air gap length, which was also influenced by the position of the air gap.
These studies prove that the presence of air gaps do indeed influence the flashover voltage
of ice-covered insulators.
C. Volât et al [53] revealed the relationship between the breakdown and air gap
distance based on point to plate system and under temperatures of -1 °C. Results show the
breakdown voltage increased linearly with an increase in air gap distance, which is in
agreement with the results of a metallic rod-to-plan configuration [75]. Meanwhile, other
investigations found that there are pronounced voltage drops along the first four sheds for
the clean insulators, which are responsible for the presence of air gaps close to the HV
electrode.
Three additional series of tests were carried out by T. Changiz [57] to study the
effects of the initial air gap on VMF of a 40 cm length insulator having three different
applied water conductivities of 30, 65 and 100 uS/em. The air gap was artificially created
to encompass 15% of the total insulator length. The results show that the only effect of the
initial air gap length is to increase the threshold voltage for breaking down the air gap.
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Then, after establishing the arc along the air gap, and when melting water is present on the
insulator surface, this length has no more effect on discharge phenomena.
2.3.2 Freezing Water Conductivity
This major parameter influences the flashover voltage of insulators considerably. In
general, the higher the conductivity, the lower the flashover voltage will be [1][2][17].
These results show that the maximum withstand stress (Ews) decreases as a power curve
function of water conductivity. However, in some cases, due to the ice shedding, the
increase in conductivity may lead to higher flashover voltage [1].
Fujimura et al [58] and Matsuda et al [59] carried out flashover tests on insulators
covered with ice formed from water with different conductivities, respectively. They
reported that the flashover voltage is dependant on the conductivity of the freezing water.
When the conductivity is high, the withstand voltage of an insulator is low.
Kannus et al [60] examined the effect of the resistivity of freezing water on the
leakage current of AC flashover tests. When the resistivity of freezing water was decreased
from 90 Om to 9 Dm, the leakage current pulses appeared earlier during the icing period
and the amplitudes increased rapidly. In conclusion, the flashover voltage of two
suspension insulator units was found to be linearly proportional to the square root of the
resistivity of freezing water.
The effect of freezing water conductivity on the withstand voltage of ice-covered
post insulators was also studied at CIGELE [17] [62] [63]. The gradient of the maximum
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withstand voltage decreased with an increase in the freezing water conductivity up to a
value of 80 uS/cm. After this level of water conductivity, the gradient of the maximum
withstand voltage tended towards a saturation value.
2.3.3 Temperature
The rise in air temperature from values under the freezing point to values around or
above 0°C causes the ice surface to melt. The formation of a water film, in general very
highly conductive [30] at the ice surface, in turn causes an increase in voltage drop across
the air gaps, and the formation of local arcs as a consequence. Under certain conditions,
local arcs develop into a flashover arc along the whole insulator length.
The critical flashover of insulators under melting conditions seems to depend on the
rate of increase in air temperature [71]. The maximum withstand stress (Ews) of a
composite EPDM and the porcelain IEEE standard insulators under slow and fast ice
melting conditions, was obtained at UQAC. The investigation shows that while a relatively
slow rise in air temperature from -12 °C to +1 °C, at a rate of 2.4 °Ch'1, is most severe for
porcelain IEEE standard insulators, rapid melting at 24 °Ch4 lowers the Ews of the
composite EPDM insulator tested [71].
2.3.4 Air Pressure
At high altitudes, the electric performance of insulators is not only influenced by
atmospheric icing, but also enhanced by low air pressure [17]. The influence of air pressure
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on the critical flashover voltage of polluted or ice-covered insulators is generally expressed
as follows:
[ \ m—)
h)
Where V is the critical flashover voltage, at pressure, P, and correspondingly, Vo, at
standard sea level pressure, Po.
Exponent m is a constant and indicates the degree of influence of air pressure on the
critical flashover. Using a triangular ice sample and also a short insulator [61][101][102],
the value for m while using DC and AC high voltage was determined. These results show
that air pressure has an obvious influence on the minimum flashover voltage, VMF, of test
objects; in some cases, the results indicate that the reduction in the minimum flashover
voltage could reach 40%, as ambient pressure decreases from 103.3 to 30 kPa.
2.3.5 Ice Type
Sugawara et al [151] investigated how the AC withstands voltage varied with ice
density for two standard suspension insulator units covered with artificial ice. The
withstand voltage decreased slowly with an increase in the ice density from 0.6 to 0.8 g/cm3.
For an ice density of 0.9 g/cm3, the withstand voltage was markedly smaller than that
observed for an ice density of 0.6 or 0.8 g/cm3.
Fujimura et al [58] measured the withstand voltage of an ice-covered suspension
insulator string formed in a cold room and a snow-covered insulator where the snow
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originated from a mountain. The AC withstand voltage of an ice-covered insulator was
approximately 40% lower than the withstand voltage of an insulator covered with snow.
The DC withstand voltage of ice-covered an insulator was practically the same as that
measured for a snow-covered insulator.
M. Farzaneh et al [17] [63] studied the effects of dry and wet grown ice on the
maximum withstand voltage gradient of different types of insulators. The maximum
withstand voltage gradient of insulators under wet-grown ice conditions was substantially
lower than that under dry-grown ice conditions. The results suggested that glaze and hard
rime were more dangerous to power systems than soft rime.
2.4 CORONA DISCHARGE
Corona discharge is an electric breakdown phenomenon that is confined to localized
region of the insulating medium between two conductors at different potentials [75]. The
localization of the discharge may be the consequence of an electric-field enhancement
restricted to a region that is relatively small compared with the dimensions of space or gap
between the conductors.
This characteristic arises either because the electric field strength beyond a certain
point is too low to support continued growth of the discharge or because accumulation of
space charges produced during the discharge activities acts to reduce the local Electric field
strength to levels insufficient to sustain the discharge.
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Corona discharges occurred in the H.V. equipment and on power transmission lines
have been widely studied, mostly in air [68] [72] [77] [110], SF6 [20] [99] and mixture
gases [20].
2.4.1 Study of Corona Discharge Related to Ice and Water
A relatively large number of publications and reports focused on the flashover
performance of ice-covered insulators. Only a few concentrated on the fundamental aspects
of discharge in the air gap between two formed electrodes.
On a smooth conductor located along the axis of a cylindrical cage, J.Luan Phan-
cong et al [64] observed that pulsative corona currents developing in the air surrounding
the water drop and corona discharge are greatly affected by the changes in the physical
properties of the water drop. Corona activities are very intensive at temperatures above
freezing but are considerably attenuated at temperatures below the freezing of the water
drop. The amplitude of current pulses was observed on icicle points and mainly at positive
polarity.
H. W.Bandel 1951 [45] compared the difference of corona discharge in ice and
water using a 0.13cm outer diameter water electrode, and later Loeb L.B [100] concluded
all the experimental results. The result showed that the character of the oscilloscope
manifestations with ice points was profoundly affected by the low conductivity of ice.
Decreasing the resistance of the icicle tip by shortening its distance increased the discharge
pulse amplitude. Under DC+ voltage, for pure ice, no discharge pulses could be detected up
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to 19kV, and the pulses from the ice point were smaller than those from the metal point and
the water point. With the smaller electrode tip, the corona discharge phenomenon could not
be seen with the naked eye, and could only be photographed using long exposure. Under
DC- voltage, investigation showed that it was particularly hard to fix the threshold
accurately for the rise, because of the small triggering volume for a negative point and
erratic shape.
In order to quantify the difference in the behavior of the corona discharge on the ice
surface with different temperature levels, Brettschneider S. [65] investigated some
discharge characteristic parameters, such as the corona inception voltage and the arc
development velocity. It was found that the corona inception voltage on ice surface and the
corona propagation velocity on the wet ice surface are lower and faster than those on the
dry ice surface.
2.4.2 Measurement Methods for Corona Discharge Pulses
Corona discharge displays pulsating characteristics. Investigations in [66] [91]
revealed that these steep-front and short duration pulses have high-frequency harmonic
components, reaching to tens of MHz. Generally, in air, the central frequency spectrum of
the corona varies from 150 k to 5 MHz.
The recent upsurge of research on corona phenomena, one kind of partial discharge
(PD), has been driven in part by development of fast new digital and computer-based
techniques that can be applied to process and analyze signals derived from PD
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measurement [67]. There seems to be an expectation that, with sufficiently sophisticated
digital processing techniques, it should be possible to gain new insight into the physical and
chemical basis of PD phenomena.
As the improvement of digital techniques continues, many methods and equipment
have been developed for PD measurements. Some of them have been proposed by
researchers as follows:
> Precise pulse shape and pulse-burst characterizations using broad-band
detection [68] [69];
> Recording of phase-resolved PD pulse height distribution using various types
of digitizers or multi-channel analyzers[70][72];
> Quantification of PD pulse-to-pulse or phase-to-phase memory propagation
effects using stochastic analysis [20] [73];
> Removal or reduction of noise using digital filtering techniques [74].
2.4.3 Characteristics of Corona Discharges
2.4.3.1 Corona Inception Voltage
The corona inception voltage (VinC) is defined as a voltage level at which the corona
occurs. It increases with an increase of gap length and then tends to be saturated [75], and
Vine under negative polarity is slight lower than that under positive polarity. When the
applied voltage is increased further, the discharge is transited into glow discharge under
positive DC. Vine under AC voltage is slightly lower than that under DC.
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At room temperature, Vjnc declines almost in proportion to the decrease in ambient
gas pressure. This led to a study on the starting potential of positive and negative point
discharge as a function of pressure. Additionally, with an increase in temperature, V;nc
decreases, but the influence of temperature on Vinc is more minor than that of pressure [76].
Many parameters influence Vjnc and they have been subjected to extensive
investigations such as: electrode protrusions[77], water droplets[78], gap spacing[79],
atmospheric weather conditions as well as actual conductor surface conditions [80] and air
turbulence. All these parameters affect the corona starting conditions and no theory has
been put forth to explain the observed phenomena and relationships. However, scattered
explanations do exist for some observations.
2.4.3.2 Statistical Properties of Corona Pulse
The PD current pulses exhibit significantly statistical variation, such as pulse
amplitude, pulse shape, and time to occur. The factors affecting the stochastic behaviour of
corona pulses were summarized and they [20] include : (1) probability of initiatory electron
injection as a function of Electric field strength and location; (2) the dynamics of dielectric
surface charging; (3) the rates of discharge-generated ion space charge and/or metastable
species dissipation; (4) fluctuations in gas density or composition; (5) presence of ionizing
radiation; (6) memory propagation association with influence of residuals from previous
PD pulses on the initiation and development of subsequent pulse. Statistical variations in
PD behavior are often largely determined by the effects of pulse-to-pulse memory
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propagation whereby the residual space charge, etc. left behind by a PD pulse will influence
the probabilities for initiation and development of subsequent pulses.
Although the Trichel-pulse phenomenon appears to have a very regular and well
ordered behavior, its stochastic properties have been found in relatively recent experimental
work to be rather complex. Mason and Young [81] first showed that there was a
significant correlation between the successive pulse time separations, which was later
verified by R.J.Van Brunt et al [20]. Using the conditional time interval distributions
P(Atn/Atn-i) and P(At/q), it was found that the time to the next pulses is significantly
dependent on the amplitude of the previous pulse as well as the previous pulse time
separation. Malik and Al-Arainy [82] measured the statistical distributions of Trichel-
pulse amplitudes and reported difficulty in obtaining reproducible results for 'identical'
discharge gap conditions.
A large number of investigations have been carried out on a metal electrode in
various gases [54]. The results revealed that the corona discharge is a stochastic process
due to the influence of space charge occurrence [54]. To date, the statistical distributions of
corona pulse amplitudes have been reported for DC coronas in air gaps of point-plane
electrodes. The influences of gap length, applied voltage level and polarity on the corona
pulse height distribution were examined in detail. It was shown that for DC coronas, in
general, pulse amplitude follows a Gaussian type of probability distribution. However,
exceptions to these behaviours were found near the corona inception level, near the pulse-
to-glow transit level, or in more uniform field gaps. The corona pulse amplitudes were
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reasonably reproducible for positive coronas, while for negative coronas, the pulse
amplitudes were sensitive to the applied voltage level and less reproducible.
Some authors measured the sequential generation of PD pulses in order to
investigate the space charge behavior and the corona stabilization effect in SFÔ gas under
AC and DC conditions [83]. Consequently, the following results have been obtained:
• The sequential generation of PD shows the larger magnitude of the first PD and the
smaller magnitude of the sequential PD;
• The charge of the first PD under AC conditions depends on the instantaneous
voltage;
• Subsequent PD has small charges, independent of the instantaneous voltage;
The charge magnitude of the first PD was proportional to the instantaneous voltage,
and was independent of the applied AC voltage. This is related to the size of the critical
volume and the statistical time lag. The critical volume means the volume where the
Electric field strength is higher than the critical Electric field strength of discharge
inception in SFÔ gas.
Ai-Arainy et al [84] found that in the point-to-plane air gaps, under both positive
and negative half cycles of AC voltage, the pulse amplitudes follow a Gaussian type of
probability distribution when the applied voltage is near the corona inception level. As the
applied voltage is progressively increased, the deviations from a Gaussian type of
probability distribution also increases for the positive and negative half-cycles of AC
voltage. However, in the positive half-cycle, the applied voltage magnitude does not affect
the AC corona average pulse amplitude as it does the DC corona, and is slightly lower than
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that for positive DC. For the same applied voltage level, as the gap length is increased, the
average pulse amplitude decreases for both DC and AC. hi the negative half-cycle of the
AC corona, for a given gap, when the applied voltage increases, the average amplitude
decreases while the standard deviation increases. For a given voltage, as the gap length is
increased, the pulse deviation decreases. It should be noted that, for the DC corona, the
variation in pulse amplitudes are due to the statistical nature of the corona phenomena only.
However, for the AC corona, the sinusoidal variation of applied stress introduces further
spread in the corona pulse amplitudes. Therefore, the AC corona pulse parameters exhibit
higher statistical variation as compared to the DC corona. It has been observed for positive
corona in SFe that discharge-induced changes in the electrode surface material can also
have significant effects on the discharge behavior under some conditions. Some electrode
materials such as nickel are found to be more resistant to reaction with corona-generated
SFÔ decomposition products than other materials like aluminum or stainless steel.
Florkowska et al [85] investigated that the mean amplitude of discharge pulses at
voltage range between inception voltage VinC and 1.05 times of VinC increases with an
increase in electrode tip radius. The discharge frequency N increases with applied voltage
to a critical voltage, Vcr, above which the discharge frequency decreases to a few pulse.
This reduction of discharge frequency is accompanied by the change from pulse discharge
to pulseless discharge.
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2.4.4 Memory Effect of Space Charge
The importance of memory effects of space charge was first realized from the
measurement of pulse-amplitude and time separation distributions of the negative point-
plane Triehel-pulse corona [20] [112]. In the case of Trichel pulses, the memory effect on
the initiation and growth of subsequent discharge events results from the influence of space
charge and metastable excited species generated during a discharge pulse.
Steiner [86] and Van Brunt [20] and Kulkarni [87] independently reported the
evidence of strong correlations among successive negative-corona pulses, which were
expected from the work of Mason et al. [88] and were implied by earlier physical
descriptions of the phenomenon proposed by Lama and Gallo [89]. It was suggested by
Lama et al. [89] that, after a discharge pulse occurs, the gap contains moving negative-ion
space-charge clouds that perturb the electric field enough to influence the development of
subsequent pulses. When the mean time interval between pulses becomes sufficiently long
that all residual ions from the previous pulse have cleared, the dependence of the discharge
pulse amplitude and the time interval ceases and a loss of memory ensues. The influence of
a moving space charge could, in fact, be similar to that which is known to affect the
recovery of Geiger counter tubes following the occurrence of a discharge pulse [90].
The significant influence of space charge clouds on the growth of Trichel pulses
was demonstrated by R. J. Van Brunt et al. [20] from the measurement of conditional
pulse amplitude distribution pi(qn/Atn.i). The n* discharge pulses will have amplitude
between qn and qn+dqn if its time separation Atn.i from the previous event is restricted to lie
within a narrow window between Atn-i and Atn.i+Ô (Atn.i). Investigation results verified that
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it is correct to express the relationship between the time interval and pulse amplitude
distributions using conditional distributions pi(qn/Atn.i)[75] [91].
The statistical variability of coronas, including the pulse-to-pulse memory
propagation has been carefully studied in [20] [92]. Memory effects are closely related to
the probabilities of corona initiation and growth. However, the behaviors of pulse-to-pulse
memory propagation are more complicated under AC than those under DC voltage, due to
the change of electrical field. Therefore, the characteristics of memory effects cannot be
measured for entire consecutive corona except for those with the time separation and the
time interval shorter than the critical time interval.
2.4.5 Model of Space Charge
A time-lag recovery model was developed by U.Tormm et ai [93] to describe the
discharge behavior of defects with a single discharge site. It can be used to study physical
discharge properties based on statistical measurements. It is applicable for corona discharge
in the air as well as internal partial discharge.
Barbara Florkowska et al [86] proposed a model to explain the influence time of
space charge ions on sequential discharge activities. The gap transit time for negative ions
can be estimated using the expression
i =F= J
0 0
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where a is the point-to-plane gap distance; E is the unperturbed axial Electric field strength,
and |4, is the ion mobility which is assumed to be independent of E. Thus, there should be a
loss of memory due to space charge from previous corona pulses if Atn>At. Successive
pulses satisfying this condition are essentially equivalent to the first pulse treated in
Morrow's model.
Previous works on the effects of positive space charge produced by corona streamer
growth in non-uniform field systems has been concerned with the experimental
determination of their electrical properties and the formulation of a quantitative model. In
1965, Dawson et al. [94] proposed a model to simulate the effect of positive space charge
in the streamer tip. This model has successfully elucidated the possibility of propagating
even in zero-ambient fields. Gallimberti [95] developed the model more rigorously in
1972. Through an equivalent electron avalanche and energy balance condition, Perlps [96]
has indicated that positive space charges deposit the streamer channel, except when the
streamer rackets the cathode. In 1974, Khaled [97] introduced a new approach to simulate
the effect of the space charge by use of ring charges. In 1976, Arima et al. [98] introduced
a model in which the space charges produced by corona streamer distribute within a part of
sphere of radius being the corona streamer length.
Hinterholzer et al [99] investigated the influence of space charge on the
breakdown behaviors of gas under impulse voltage: AC voltage and very fast transient
over-voltage (VFTO). A model of space charge stabilization was also set up. The space
charge occurrence depends on many parameters such as voltage steepness, gas pressure and
tip geometry. When the velocity Vi of the positive SF6-ions at the boundary of the critical
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volume exceeds the maximum growth velocity of the critical volume Vcr/m,the formation of
positive space charge in the front of the streamer region will occur, which may reduce the
electrical field in front of the protrusion beneath the critical field strength. Therefore,
further ionization processes may be stopped and a high voltage level may be required to
initiate the finial breakdown. The model of space charge and some results were shown in
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2, respectively.
E.»
Figure 2-1 Extension of the streamer region and field distribution at the tip of a protrusion
(a). (b).
a. space charge density: 0 pC, gas pressure: 0.2 MPa, voltage steepness: 1 kV/jis
b. space charge density: 80 pC, gas pressure: 0.2 MPa, voltage steepness: 1 kV/jis
Figure 2-2 Spatial field distribution in the front of a needle
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS
In spite of the numerous investigations on the ice-covered insulators and the corona
discharge, little information is applicable to the present study. This research is summarized
in Figure 2-3. The whole study field of ice-covered insulators is highlighted in yellow.
3
Figure 2-3 Researched fields and remaining gap on the ice-covered insulators
Generally, fundamental ice physics has been widely investigated, and the results
show that ice properties are different from the normal conductor. Specifically, when the ice
is solid, the air gap has been frequently observed on ice-covered insulators and its influence
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on insulator flashover has been highly focused. The results also showed that the discharge
activities (corona discharge) initiates from these air gaps. The methods of detecting corona
pulsative pulses were driven in part by development of new, fast digital and computer
technology. It has been given significant attention in many fields, including on ice surfaces
and point-plane systems. Most studies demonstrate that the space charge behavior has an
evident influence on the sequential process.
From the literature review, two principal questions have yet to be clearly answered:
> Discharge characteristics, such as corona inception voltage, discharge pulse
magnitude and pulse waveform of coronas occurring at the icicle tip under
various conditions;
> The role of corona discharge in the whole discharge process and the potential
effects of space charge on the sequential discharge activities.
These two questions motivated this Ph.D thesis, which systematically investigates the
corona discharge and reveal the existence and influence of space charge using an
icicle/iced-plate system.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT SET-UP AND PROCEDURES
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT SET-UP AND PROCEDURES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides technical and practical information on the experimental set-up
(Figure 3-1), the physical model, the measuring methods and the test procedure.
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A/D: PCI-9820; B: Bushing; Ca: CoroCAM IV+; PC: Personal computer;
S: Current sensor; To: Test object;
Figure 3-1 Experiment set-up
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The detailed arrangements of a current pulse sensor, an icicle and an ice-covered
plate electrode system inside the chamber are shown in Figure 3-2.
First, the components of set-up are described. Next, the design and preparation of the
physical model consisting of an icicle and an ice-covered plate are explained. Then, a corona
detecting system (CoroCAM IV4) and a current pulse sensor are illustrated. Finally, the test
procedure and all experimental parameters are listed and some chosen values are given, and
ultimately the data process program and method are introduced.
Figure 3-2 Arrangement of air gap system inside the climate chamber
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3.2 TEST FACILITIES
3.2.1 Climate Chamber
To simulate low pressure at high altitude and cold temperature in cold region, all tests
were carried out in the climate chamber, as shown in Figure 3-3 at the HV Lab in CQU. The
climate chamber is 2 m in diameter and 3.8 m in length. It is equipped with a refrigerating
system, a vacuuming system, a spraying system, a wind-producing system and a HV source.
The related control plate is shown in Figure 3-4.
The temperature inside the climate chamber can be controlled to between 20 °C
and -36±1 °C. The air pressure can be adjusted to between 101 kPa and 34.6k Pa to simulate
the conditions at high altitude. The HV source satisfies the requirement of the international
standard (IEC 60507).
Figure 3-3 Climate chamber (3.8mx<D2.0m)
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Figure 3-4 Control plate of climate chamber
3.2.2 Corona Detecting Systems
It is well known that some icicle tips exist [2] [3] [17] [40] [41] [42] [47] on the ice-
covered insulators. Under high voltage, the electric field strength around these icicle tips is
strong enough to produce the corona discharge before the breakdown of air gaps and visible
arc formation. However, visible observation of corona with the naked eye is very difficult,
because coronas emit weak radiation, mostly in the ultra-violet spectral range, i.e. X = 280-
400 nm, as presented in Figure 3-5.
One of the main tools to detect the corona discharge is the ultra-violet camera,
CoroCAM IV*, as shown in Figure 3-6(a). It can provide a quick way to depict areas of high
electrical stress as well as allowing monitoring of discharge activities. It has two different
recording modes, live mode and integrated mode, and has been widely used for studying
corona discharge on electrical equipment [129].
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Spectral Irradîance of Corona and Solar Energy
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Electro-Magnetic Spectrum Wavelength ftttn)
Figure 3-5 Electro-magnetic spectrum wavelengths
(a). CoroCAM IV* (b). Computer connecting with CoroCAM IV*
Figure 3-6 CoroCAM IV* and connected computer
Because the UV can be blocked by normal glass, in order to accurately detect the
corona discharge activities, CoroCAM TV* with the gain of 99% and the integrated mode is
installed inside the climate chamber, 2m away from the test sample. It is adjusted to focus on
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the icicle tip. Meanwhile, the chamber is kept dark to avoid external interference.
Additionally, a computer to record the corona activities inside the climate chamber is
connected to CoroCAM IV* with a cable, as shown in Figure 3-6(b).
3.2.3 Corona Discharge Measuring Systems
The corona is a local electrical discharge that only partially bridges the insulation
between conductors.
The detection and measurement of corona discharge is based on the exchange of
energy taking place during the discharge activities [39]. The corona discharge displays
pulsating characteristics, which are very important to reveal the discharge fundament and the
occurrence of space charge as well as its influence on the sequential discharge activities.
So far, the most frequently used and successful detection methods are the electrical
ones to which the new IEC Standard 60270 [103] is related. These methods aim to separate
the impulse current linked with discharge from any other phenomena. The adequate
application of different discharge detectors has become quite well defined and standardized
in [103].
Generally, the hardware used in the discharge measuring systems includes a current
pulse sensor, a sampling resistor, an A/D converter, and a personal computer (PC).
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3.2.3.1 Measuring Circuit
Electric discharge detection methods are based on the appearance of a discharge
pulse at the terminals of test object. The most fundamental quality of the corona discharge
pulse measurements is to detect the apparent charge of a discharge pulse [3 9] [103]. Most
discharge measuring systems are integrated into the test circuit in accordance with schemes
as shown in Figure 3-7. In order to measure this weak current pulse signal, some
requirements are necessary to the components in this circuit:
> The coupling capacitor Ck should be of low inductance;
> The high-voltage supply should have a sufficiently low level of background noise;
> The high voltage connection should have a sufficiently low level of background
noise;
> Impedance or a filter may be introduced at high voltage to reduce background noise.
Vapp: voltage supplier; 7^. input impedance of measurement system; To: test object;
Ck: coupling capacitor; CD: coupling device; MI: measuring instrument;
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Figure 3-7 Coupling device CD in series with the test object
3.2.3.2 Current Pulse Sensor and its properties
The principle of a current pulse sensor as shown in Figure 3-8 [102] is basic
accessories measurement of current and power in AC current. Its secondary winding
provides a current 12 proportional and in phase with the primary education current ii.
11
where
thus, I2
+ = 0
h
Figure 3-8 Principle of transformer of current pulse sensor
Based on the above principle, a current pulse sensor is designed and its detailed
construction is shown in Figure 3-9. Coiling wire that is in series with a sampling resistor of
50Q is installed in a shielding aluminum box, and there is a narrow air gap in the inner radius
to induce the magnetic field of the current pulse. The ground wire crosses the center hole of
the aluminum box.
Before testing, the optimization characteristics between the sensitivity and the current
frequency band must be determined in advance as shown in Figure 3-10. The lower limit
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frequency and upper limit frequency of current sensor are 100 kHz and 10 MHz,
respectively. The lower and upper limit frequencies fi and Î2 are the frequencies at which the
transfer impedance has fallen by 6 dB from the peak pass-band value. The mid-band
frequency, fm, and bandwidth, Af, are defined by:
and
Jm ~ fl+fl = 5.05MHz
= f2-fi=9.9MHz
(a). Connection circuit of current pulse sensor;
Current
Samplins
resistor
•Cable
Coiling
Shielding
cover
(b). Profile of current pulse sensor; (c). Current pulse sensor;
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Figure 3-9 Illustrative diagram of current pulse sensor
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Figure 3-10 Relationship between amplitude and frequency of current pulse sensor
3.2.3.3 Calibration of Discharge Detection
In order to avoid the integration errors in the measurement results, calibration of
measuring systems [39] intended for the measurement of the fundamental discharge quantity
q is made by injecting short-repetition duration-current pulses with the well-known charge
quantity qo across the test object, whatever the test circuit is used. The calibration circuit is
illustrated in Figure 3-11. These current pulses are generally derived from a calibrator which
comprises a generator producing step voltage pulses of amplitude Vo in series with a
precision capacitor Co.
In calibration, a short rising time of 50 ns is now specified for the voltage generator
to produce current pulse. If the voltage Vo also remains stable and is exactly known,
repetitive calibration pulses with charge magnitudes qo can be calculated as: q0 = V0C0.
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This investigation shows that the waveform of discharge current pulse is different
between a dry icicle and a wet icicle, and that the relationship between the magnitude of
discharge current pulse and the output voltage amplitude of sensor is also different. The
corresponding relationship is illustrated in Figure 3-12.
Ck: Coupling capacitor; G: Step pulse generator;
To: Test object; Co: Calibration capacitor;
Figure 3-11 Usual circuit for the calibration of discharge pulse measuring
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(a), icicle at T=0 °C (b). icicle at T=-5°C
Figure 3-12 Relationship between the output voltage and the quantity of discharge pulse
3.2.3.4 Data Acquisition Board
Because the signal from the current pulse sensor is analog, a multi-channel
acquisition board is used to transform the analog signal into digital signal.
The ADLINK PCI-9820 card shown in Figure 3-13 is a 65 MS/s, high-resolution PCI
digitizer with deep SODIMM SDRAM memory that features flexible input configurations,
including programmable input ranges and user-selectable input impedance. With the deep
on-board acquisition memory, the PCI-9820 is not limited by the PCI's 132 MB/s bandwidth,
and can record the waveform for extended periods.
Figure 3-13 Data acquisition card of PCI-9820
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The PCI-9820 device features two analog input channels triggered by analog or
digital signals. The small signal bandwidth of each channel exceeds 30 MHz, which satisfies
the inquest sampling theory. The input ranges are programmable as either ±5 V or ±1 V. The
14 bit A/D resolution makes the PCI-9820 ideal both for time-domain and frequency-domain
applications.
Figure 3-14 Computer to record the discharge current pulses
Once the corona occurs, simultaneously, the discharge current pulses series is
detected and stored temporarily in the buffer until the completion of the data acquisition
process. It is able to replay, manage, transform, draw live and store data on the PC's hard
disk quickly and conveniently. The stored data are then transferred to a PC with a 2.5 GMHz
Pentium processor, 1 GM-byte memory, and a 160 G-byte hard disk, presented in Figure
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3-14. A sampling program based on Labview 7.0 was installed in this computer to measure
and record the discharge current pulse, as shown in Figure 3-14.
3.2.4 Data Process System
In order to further analyze the discharge magnitude and the effect of space charge, it
is necessary to extract the time and the magnitude of discharge pulses from each trace with
an analysis algorithm illustrated by the flowchart, as shown in Figure 3-15.
The method of extracting the discharge magnitude and corresponding discharge time
from the discharge pulse series is illustrated as follows: while reading the input data array,
the two empty arrays were initiated to store the voltage amplitude of the discharge pulse and
the discharge pulse time, respectively. Before extracting the data, an absolute value of the
chosen threshold according to the visual discharge pulse [39][126], was determined, which is
slightly higher than the amplitude of the background noise. Then, all vertical values of
inputted array were compared with the absolute value of chosen threshold. Until the end of
the array, if the voltage amplitude of discharge pulse is higher than the absolute value of a
chosen threshold (a discharge pulse occurrence), the completed information including the
voltage amplitude of the pulse and the discharge time for every detected point was extracted
and stored in two temporary arrays, respectively. In one discharge pulse waveform, the
maximum amplitude voltage value of discharge pulse was extracted further and the time
according to that point was proposed as the time of discharge activity. Both of them were
stored in two arrays: one for the maximum pulse voltage and another for the time point.
Afterwards, according to the knowledge of the measurement of the fundamental discharge
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quantity [39], and the relationship as shown in Figure 3-12, all discharge pulses were
transferred into the discharge magnitudes for the following analysis.
f Reading of input array
Initializing two new arrays for
storing the time and the output
voltage
No
Yes
Recording the 1 ength of one
whole waveform
ompanson of the vol tag
values with a chosen threshold
value
Transit the array of output
voltage into the array of the
discharge pulse magnitude
End
Extract the maximum voltage value
from a whole waveform and store the
maximum value and its corresponding
di scharge time in two arrays
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Figure 3-15 Flowchart to extract the discharge time and the discharge pulse magnitude
Due to the stochastic characteristics of corona discharge pulses [20], a data-
processing system based on Mathlab 6.5 was designed to analyze the test data. The interface
of the data processing system is illustrated in Figure 3-16. This program can handle most
statistical analyses such as calculating the mean magnitude, the standard deviation and the
relationship between the discharge magnitude and the time interval etc.
Figure 3-16 Menu of data process system program
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3.3 PHYSICAL MODEL: ICICLE AND ICE-COVERED PLATE SYSTEM
3.3.1 Geometric Configurations
Previous investigations have shown that the icicles on real insulators have very
complex shapes [41] [44] [47] and that these shapes have been impossible to reproduce.
Meanwhile, the insulator surface was also covered by ice accumulation. Corona discharge
activities occurring at a sharp point were very sensitive to the electrode dimension and
configuration [20] [105]. Thus, a simplified geometric model was necessary to reproduce the
natural discharge initiation and early stages along the ice-covered insulators.
ratfá»
r = 2.5mni
(a): Icicle grown on an energized insulator; (b): Typical parameters
Figure 3-17 Typical icicle shape
The advantage of a simplified geometry is that the investigation can be concentrated
on each single experimental parameter without any effects of unexpected conditions. Based
on numerous investigations carried out in the CIGELE of UQAC [44] [53], a typical icicle
grown on an energized insulator in the laboratory and the corresponding physical parameters
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are shown in Figure 3-17. hi addition, a plate with radius of 20 cm is included in order to
simulate the surface of ice-covered insulators. This icicle to ice-covered plate system was
previously used to research the breakdown voltage of air gaps [44] [53] as well. Employing
this model with the same geometry configurations is one extension and in accordance with
previous investigations of CIGELE.
3.3.2 Procedure of Icicle and Iced Plate Formation
In order to reproduce icicles in a re-occurring manner, they must always have the
same geometry configurations to avoid possible influence on the experimental outcome.
Several aluminums moulds shown in Figure 3-18 were produced using the representative
icicle shape. Water of a given conductivity was frozen in this mould at a constant
temperature of -12°C [2][3][19]. A small stainless steel rod was incorporated into the base of
the icicle to serve as an electrical contact. After a period of at least 12 hours, the mould was
held under tepid water in order to free the icicle. The icicle tip was artificially produced as
shown in Figure 3-18 (b).
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(a): Aluminum mould to form icicle; (b): Artificial icicle
Figure 3-18 Icicle module and artificial icicle
In order to simulate the ice layer on the insulator surface, a round plate with a depth
of 2.5mm was filled with water which has been given conductivity and placed horizontally in
a small chamber with temperature of-12 °C for 12 hours to form the ice. The parameters of
an icicle to ice-covered plate are listed in Table 3-1 and the whole arrangement of the
physical model is shown in Figure 3-19.
Table 3-1 Parameters of icicle and ice covered plate gap system
Length of icicle
(mm)
'35
Angle of icicle
tip(°)
n
Curvature radius
of ícícíe(mm)
Radius of plate
(mm)
ao& ,,
Thickness of tee
(mm)
2
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Figure 3-19 Icicle and ice-covered plate electrode system
At least 1 hour prior to the test, the icicle to ice-covered plate system was moved into
the climate chamber, in which the temperature and the atmospheric pressure were adjusted to
the expected values, and installed.
3.4 EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
Table 3-2 summarizes the complete range of various experimental parameters in this
study. The methods of adjusting the different experimental parameters and the method of
measuring the parameters are described in following sections.
Table 3-2 Various experimental parameters in the test
¥alt*e
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Icîng Teraperalure(°C) -12±O2
Freezing water conductivities (uS/cm) 80 or 320
Distance of air gap (cm)
3.4.1 Freezing Water Conductivity
The range of conductivity was chosen in accordance with values observed on natural
icing sites [106] [107]. In addition, the researches revealed that the influence of freezing
water conductivity on flashover voltage of iced insulators is significant [17]. As the present
investigation deals with the influence of the total electric conductivity of the ice samples,
sodium chloride (NaCl) was used to adjust the conductivity of freezing water. In this study,
two different water conductivities, 80 |j,S/cm and 320 uS/cm, were chosen.
The method of determining the conductivity refers to requirements of a common
procedure in the laboratories of CIGELE of UQAC [61] and other institutes [52] [104] [108]
are to measure the freezing water conductivity before forming ice and icicles. To obtain
water with certain conductivity, NaCl is added to de-ionized water while its conductivity is
constantly measured with a conductivity-meter of the type 'YOKOGAWA SC82', until the
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desired value of conductivity is reached. By this method, it is ensured that the chosen value
is obtained exactly, even if the conductivity of the de-ionized water changes or the salt used
is of inconsistent quality. Since the electrical conductivity of water changes with
temperature, all the measured conductivity is corrected to a value at the temperature of 20 °C.
3.4.2 Environmental Temperature
It is well known that the flashover voltage depends on the status of ice surface on
insulators [31], and it is generally higher on a dry ice surface than that on a wet ice surface.
Therefore, two different temperatures were introduced to simulate the characteristics of
corona discharge on the two opposite conditions: dry and wet icicle surfaces. Generally, ice
at a temperature of-12 °C is considered "dry ice" [29] [34] [36]. However, the researches of
ice physics reveals that ice surface status begins to change its solid condition even at the
temperature of -39 °C, which is clearly below the melting point. Generally, the thickness of
the liquid-like layer increases with an increase in temperature, which ranges
between -6 °C<T<-3 °C in different literature [30][32][33].
In this study, due to the limitation in the operation temperatures of CoroCAM IV*,
there is very thin liquid-like layer that exists on the ice surface at T=-5 °C, it has still been
chosen for simulating relative "dry ice" situations.
The temperature was measured by a digital thermal meter with a resolution of
±0.1 °C, which is integrated in the control panel of the climate chamber. It may measure the
ambient air temperature in the centre of climate chamber. As the air is continuously
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circulated inside the climate chamber, the air temperature is considered to be constant
through the whole climate chamber.
The icicle and iced plate were installed in the climate chamber about one hour before
the test. In order to allow the air temperature of climate chamber to be kept at a stable value,
a fan was started to create the air flow, making the temperature inside the chamber uniform
and stable, and the heat exchange between the ice and the environment sufficient. Based on
these considerations, all environmental temperature values marked in this study may be
supposed to be the "icicle surface temperature".
3.4.3 Gap Distance
The existence of air gaps significantly influenced the fiashover voltage, and the
distance of air gap on the ice-covered insulators varied from 3 to 12 cm [2] [17]. In addition,
previous experimental results revealed that the characteristics of corona discharge are
influenced by the gap distance. Therefore, the effect of gap distance on the corona discharge
was also investigated in this study.
When the icicle and iced plate system is installed, the height of icicle may be adjusted
vertically. The gap between them may be determined accurately by using several gauges
with constant heights of 1 cm, 2 cm and 5 cm.
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3.4.4 Atmospheric Pressure
Air pressure is another important factor influencing the flashover voltage of ice-
covered insulators [52][61][101][102]. Some related investigations on flashover voltage at
low air pressure have been carried out [61]. hi order to simulate the corona discharge at the
low air pressure of high altitudes using a vacuum system, the air pressure inside the climate
chamber as shown in Figure 3-3 could be adjusted to any value between 101.3 kPa and
30 kPa corresponding to an altitude of 9000 m. According to what is known about discharge,
the corona discharge tends to appear as a glow discharge with non-pulse discharge at low air
pressure. Hence, in this study, the minimum atmospheric pressures were only controlled
down to 70 kPa, corresponding with 3000 m in altitude.
3.4.5 Applied Voltage
In order to investigate the corona characteristics under different voltage polarities and
voltage types, all experiments in this study were carried out under AC or DC voltage,
respectively.
The AC high voltage systems consisted of a 25 kVA/100kV transformer and a
25 kVA regulator, and the DC voltage is supplied by half-wave rectifier system. The power
source is shown in Figure 3-20(a).
The DC high voltage system as shown in Figure 3-20(b) has a ripple factor, 6V.
According to the International Standard IEC 60-1 or IEEE Standard.4-1995, ôV is defined as
follows:
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and it is less than 3%. Therefore, it follows the test requirements.
Rm=20KQ
ISOpF
Dc
50nF
(a) AC
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Rm=3KQ Rm=30KQ
Si
I
3.512uF
1
(b)DC
B: Regulator 25k VA/250V; T: Transformer, 100 kV; Rm: Protecting resistor;
De: Capacitive voltage divider; DR: Resistive voltage divider; C: Capacitor;
Figure 3-20 High voltage power supplier system
3.5 TEST PROCEDURE
In order to prevent the corona interference or background noise from testing circuit,
an aluminium tube with a diameter of 10 mm was used to connect all devices from
transformer to test sample as shown in Figure 3-21. Additionally, some semi-balls were used
to eliminate sharp points in connection points. The whole test procedure is expressed in
Figure 3-22.
Before the test, the applied voltage was increased gradually without a test sample
until the signals of pulse discharge were detected by the detecting system. The voltage level
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at this point was normally referred to as the maximum operational voltage (MOV). During
the test, all test voltage levels were carried out below the MOV.
The icicle and ice-covered plate electrode were prepared as described previously, and
then were installed inside the climate chamber vertically, as shown in Figure 3-1. The
temperature inside the climate chamber was adjusted to expected value: -5 °C for simulating
"dry" ice and 0 °C for simulating "wet" ice, respectively. The gap distance between the icicle
and the iced plate was adjusted in advance as the test requirement.
After installing the electrode, the icicle position in CoroCAM IV* was adjusted
precisely in the middle of CoroCAM IV* screen as shown in Figure 3-6. If low pressure was
needed, the vacuum system was turned on to evacuate the atmospheric pressure down to
required value.
The inside of the climate chamber was kept dark. The applied voltage was raised
gradually at the rate of 1 kV/s until a certain voltage level was reached, at which point the
occurrence of corona or glow was observed by CoroCAM IV+, and the discharge current
pulses were recorded. This voltage level was recorded as the corona inception voltage or
glow inception voltage (Vino); the test was repeated, the average value of 6 times VjnC was
determined as Vjnc. Then, the applied voltage was further increased by a step of 0.5 kV to
observe the discharge characteristics at high voltage levels. At every level, the applied
voltage was sustained for ten seconds. Meanwhile, the video or picture of the corona or glow
discharge was recorded by the computer connecting to CoroCAM IV* and the corona pulse
signals were measured by the computer connecting to the current pulse sensor,
simultaneously.
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Due to the easy melting property of an icicle tip, the icicle was changed after
completing one test, and then all procedures were repeated again.
Figure 3-21 Connection circuit under DC voltage
(kV)
' MU:
Icing at -12°
.-JL
t=12h
•ikV/s
Figure 3-22 Test methodology and procedure
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3.6 CONCLUSION
A physical module of an icicle to iced-plate electrode system was proposed to
simulate a natural icicle on a real ice-covered insulator surface. A system to detect the corona
and corona current pulse was set up. This measurement system had a minimum inter-pulse
time resolution of 33 ns and a vertical amplitude resolution of 14 bits. The methods for
producing corona, recording the current pulse, and transforming and analyzing the test data
were determined.
CHAPTER 4
INCEPTION VOLTAGE AND INCEPTION VOLUME OF
CORONA DISCHARGE
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CHAPTER 4
CORONA INCEPTION VOLTAGE AND DISCHARGE
VOLUME
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The corona discharge is an initial phase of flashover on the ice-covered insulators.
Its occurrence is potentially dangerous and may cause some damage to the power systems.
However, this discharge is invisible. Hence, its occurrence is often ignored in the
investigation of the whole flashover process on the ice-covered insulators. To date, there
have been very few investigations on the corona inception, the first step in flashover
process, this chapter focuses mainly on this discharge activities.
In this study, Vinc is determined by means of CoroCAM IV*. When the applied
voltage increases gradually and reaches a certain value, a small discharge volume can be
observed with CoroCAM TV*. This voltage level is defined as the corona inception voltage,
Vinc.
In this chapter, some experiment results on VinC under different conditions are
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obtained and discussed. These conditions include the gap distance, the environment
temperature, the freezing water conductivity, the voltage type, and the voltage polarity as
well as the atmospheric pressure. Then, the discharge volume at V;nC under different
conditions is presented.
4.2 THE CORONA INCEPTION VOLTAGE ÇVmc)
4.2.1 Effects of Gap Distance
In a given condition of o=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C, the different gap distances of 3 cm,
5 cm, 7 cm and 9 cm were selected to study on its effect on VJHC, and the relationship
between them was shown in Figure 4-1,4-2 and 4-3 for DC+, DC- and AC voltage,
respectively.
It is observed that V^c increases with an increase in the gap distance and tends to
become saturated at long gap distance. When the air gap distance is raised from 3 cm to
9 cm, under DC+ voltage, Vjnc increases from 19.1 kV to 24 kV. The difference between
them is 4.9 kV and the percentage is 20%. Under DC- voltage, Vine increases from 18.6 kV
to 23.7 kV. The difference is 5.1 kV, and the percentage of VinC is 27.4%. Under AC
voltage, Vino increases from 16.2 kV to 22.7 kV, and Vinc increases by 40.1%. It is
noticeable that the gap distance has a more obvious influence on Vjnc under AC voltage
than that under DC voltage.
The relationship between VinC and the gap distance is a logarithmic function and can
be generally expressed as the following Equation:
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V = kln(d) + b (4-1)
Where, Fis Vinc, in kV, d the air gap distance, in cm, and k, b are constants listed in Table
4-1. The above fonction is applicable for an icicle to ice-covered plate gap system with a
distance ranging from 3 cm to 9 cm at T=0 °C.
The above investigation shows that the influence of gap distance on VjnC is
consistent between metallic electrodes [110] and icicle electrodes. The different
investigations show that the breakdown voltage of an icicle to plane system [53] and the
flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators [54] [55] both increase with an increase in the
gap distance.
The phenomena above-mentioned can be explained as follows: at long distances, a
high voltage is expected to produce the critical electrical field strength at the vicinity of
electrode tip, allowing electrons to form avalanches.
Table 4-1 Value of parameters k and b in Vin
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Gap distance (cm)
Figure 4-1 Relationship between VjnC and the gap distance under DC+ voltage
• 2 . S 4 ' f
Figure 4-2 Relationship between Vine and the gap distance under DC- voltage
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Figure 4-3 Relationship between Vjnc and the gap distance under AC voltage
The electric field at the vicinity of the electrode was calculated based on the
experimental results of Vinc using the following equation (4-2) [85]:
2V 1
E =• (4-2)
where, V is the applied voltage, in kV; d the distance between the icicle tip and the ice-
covered plate, in cm; r, the icicle radii, in cm and x is the distance between the point
calculated and the icicle tip in radial direction, in cm.
When T=0 °C, the calculated results of electric field strength corresponding to Vinc
under DC+ voltage and DC- voltage are listed in the Table 4-2. Observed that the critical
electric field strength of corona discharge is approximately 27 kV/cm, and this is in
agreement with the value proposed by R.Morrow [111] and slightly lower than that
proposed value in [6]. In conclusion, the experimental results are approximately in
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agreement with the theoretical values.
Table 4-2 Calculated electric field strength corresponding to VinC at T=0 °C
Gap Distance
Electric field
strength
{kV/cm)
3cm 5cm 7cm 9 cm I Morrow l t l ( J Gallagher*1
30
4.2.2 Effects of Environmental Temperature
In given freezing water conductivity of 80 uS/em, the two temperatures of 0 °C
and -5 °C are chosen to compare its effect on Vjnc. The relationships between them are
presented in Figure 4-4,4-5 and 4-6 under DC+, DC- and AC voltage, respectively.
It may be observed that V^c is obviously affected by the change of temperature, and
Vine at T=0°C is noticeably lower than those at T=-5 °C. The difference between VmC at two
temperatures increases slightly with an increase in the gap distance.
Under DC+ voltage, Figure 4-4 shows that when the temperature increases from -5
°C to 0 °C, the minimum difference between Vine at two temperatures is 1.7 kV according to
d=5 cm, and VmC decreases around 7.9%. However, the maximum difference on Vinc
between them is 3.2 kV occurring at d= 9 cm, and VmC decreases almost 11.8%.
Under DC- voltage, Figure 4-5 shows that when the temperature increases
from -5 °C to 0 °C, the minimum difference between Vine at two temperatures is 2.6 kV
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originating at d=3 cm, and Vjnc decreases 12.3%. The maximum difference is 4.1 kV
corresponding to d=9 cm, and Vino decreases 14.6%.
Under AC voltage, Figure 4-6 shows that when the temperature varies from -5 °C to
0 °C, the minimum difference between VmC at two temperatures is 0.8 kV according to
d=3 cm, and VinC decreases only 4.9%; however, the maximum difference of Vine between
two temperature is 3.2 kV for d= 9 cm, and VinC reduces by 14.1%.
The above result on the influence of temperature on VinC is also in agreement with
its influence on the flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators [31], where the flashover
voltage on the ice-melting conditions is significantly lower than those for insulators
covered by the dry ice.
The influence of temperature on Vinc can be explained as follows: although the
conductivity of ice made of de-ionized water is roughly independent from the temperature
in a range of -20 °C and -0.1 °C, the conductivity of ice surface will change with
temperature [32]. Most of the increase in surface conductivity appears between -5 °C
and -0.1 °C, which is in accordance with the increase in the thickness of the water film on
the ice surface [28]. The conductivity of the water film can reach values as high as ten
times that of freezing water conductivity [30]. Thus, an increase in temperature from -5 °C
to 0 °C greatly changes the properties of the icicle surface. In addition, the melting process
tends to reduce the interfacial free energy, which is more likely to cause discharge
occurrence because of increase in electron emission.
In this study, because of the operating limitations of CoroCam IV*, the temperature
in the climate chamber could only be set at -5 °C to simulate the dry ice surface. Actually,
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the status of the ice surface is not exactly solid and the conductivity increases. Compared to
the temperature of 0 °C, the thickness of water film on the icicle surface at -5 °C is still
negligible. The ice surface may be considered to approximate "dry" ice.
2 3 4 5 6 7 X 9 10
Gap distance ïcm)
Figure 4-4 VinC at different temperature levels under DC+ voltage
y = 6.334|7Ln(x)+14L085 OT=0°C
DT=-5°C
%' % 4 S \ 9 m
Figure 4-5 VinC at different temperature levels under DC- voltage
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Figure 4-6 VinC at different temperature levels under AC voltage
The electric field strength distribution around the icicle was simulated using the
Femlab software at different temperatures. In the calculation, the ice surface at T=0 °C was
assumed to have a water film of high conductivity, however, the ice surface at T=-5 °C was
considered to be dry, with a very low conductivity. Moreover, the surface charge
accumulated on the ice surface is assumed to be negligible as well. The simulation results
of the electric field strength for d=5 cm are presented in Figure 4-7. It has been found that
the electrical field stress in the vicinity of an icicle tip increases linearly with an increase in
gap voltage. At the same applied voltage level, the electric field strength at T=0 °C is
evidently higher than that at T=-5 °C. For example, at the applied voltage of 20 kV, the
electrical field stress is approximately 23 kV/cm at T=-5 °C and 30 kV/cm at T=0 °C,
respectively. This suggests that the voltage drop along the icicle at T=-5 °C is greater than
that at T=0 °C for the same applied voltage.
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I? 18 19 20 ïl 21
Figure 4-7 Electric field strength under different voltage levels (d=5 cm)
Table 4-3 Simulation parameters during calculation of electric field strength
Air Ice at T**-5ÔC k»atT*0°C
Water comJtjaivity (pS/c»O
Thickness of water film (mm) \
SÍ0
4.2.3 Effects of Freezing Water Conductivity
At the temperatures of 0 °C and -5 °C, two different conductivities of 80 jiS/cm and
320 uS/cm were chosen to reveal the relationship between Vin0 and the water conductivity.
All results are presented in Figure 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10, under DC+ voltage, DC- voltage and
AC voltage respectively.
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Figure 4-8 Influence of conductivity on Vinc under DC+ voltage
Figure 4-9 Influence of conductivity on Vinc under DC- voltage
It has been found that the influence of water conductivity on V^c is not evident. All
values of Vine for various gap distances and temperatures under two different conductivities
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are incredibly close, and the fitting curve is approximately overlapped.
Under DC+ voltage (Figure 4-8), VinC is slightly higher at 0=320 uS/cm than that at
o=80 uS/em. The maximum difference between them is only 0.6 kV occurring at d=5 cm
and T=-5 °C. When the conductivity decreases from 320 jxS/cm to 80 uS/cm, Vine decreases
2.6%. Under DC- voltage (Figure 4-9), it is observed that the maximum difference of Vinc is
0.6 kV occurring at a condition of d=9 cm and T=-5 °C. V^ reduces by 2.1% when the
conductivity decreases from 320 uS/cm to 80 uS/cm. Under AC voltage (Figure 4-10), the
maximum difference of Vinc happens at d=9 cm and T=-5°C. It is 0.6 kV, and reduces by
2.6%.
The above results show that the freezing water conductivity has a slight effect on
Vac, which does not accord with its influence on the flashover voltage of ice-covered
insulators [58] [59] [17] [62]. During the flashover process, arcs will propagate along the
ice surface; therefore, the water conductivity of the ice surface will determine the arc
properties and influences arc propagation. During the corona discharge, the discharge
activities are decided by the electric field strength at the vicinity of icicle for DC+ voltage
on the ice surface for DC- voltage. The change of water conductivity does not essentially
modify the interfacial free energy, and therefore its influence on Vinc is ignored. However,
during the temperature change processes, the surface potential energy of the ice surface
undertakes a physical change. This is why the surface conductivity does not influence the
corona discharge characteristics as the temperature does.
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Figure 4-10 Influence of conductivity on VinC under AC voltage
4.2.4 Effect of Voltage Type and Polarity
For a given conductivity of 80 |j.S/cm, the influence of voltage type and voltage
polarity on Vjnc was investigated; the results are shown in Figure 4-11. Obviously, VJHC is
affected by both the voltage type and the voltage polarity. In addition, the influence of
voltage polarity on Vinc is complex under DC voltage, because this influence is different at
the different temperatures.
Figure 4-11 shows when the conductivity and temperature are the same, the values
of Vine under DC voltage are apparently higher than that under AC voltage. For example, at
d=5 cm and T=0 °C, the values of Vinc under DC+ and DC- voltages are 3.7 kV and 3.2 kV,
i.e. 24% and 20.8% higher than that under AC voltage, respectively.
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o DC-atT=O°C
a DC- at T=-5°C
XDC+atT=-5°a
XACatT=O°C
OACatT=-5°C
Figure 4-11 VinC under various voltage types and polarities (0=80 uS/cm)
When T=0 °C, VJHC under DC+ voltage is slightly higher than those values under
DC- voltage. For example, at a given condition of d=5 cm and o=80 uS/cm, V^cis 21.2 kV
and 21 kV under DC+ and DC- voltage respectively. However, when T=-5 °C, Vjnc under
DC+ voltage is somewhat lower than those under DC- voltage. For example, at a given
condition of d=5 cm and cr=80 uS/cm, Vjnc is 22.7 kV and 23.9 kV respectively under DC+
and DC- voltage. Hence, under DC conditions, the characteristic of VjnC is changed by the
environment temperature of the icicles.
The investigations on VjnC on a metallic electrode have been carried out by different
authors [14]. The results show that VinC under DC- voltage is always lower than those under
DC+ voltage. It can be observed from Figure 4-11 that Vinc is also affected by voltage
polarity, but this influence varies with temperature. At T=0 °C, VjnC is lower under DC-
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than that under DC+ voltage, which is in agreement with the findings using the metallic
point-plate system [14]. However, at T=-5 °C, V,nc is lower under DC+ than that under DC-,
which is not consistent with the results obtained with the metallic electrode. The reason is
not yet understood, and more tests would be needed to clarify that.
The above results show a noticeable difference between effect of voltage type on
the flashover voltage and VinC. The flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators under AC
voltage is always higher than that under DC voltage [2] [19] due to the extmguishing and
re-ignition of arcs. However, VmC under AC voltage is lower than that under DC voltage.
This can be explained as follows: under AC voltage, the applied voltage is a sinusous
function and can be presented as the following equation (4-3):
V = VQ sin(Er • 0 (4-3)
Under AC voltage, once the instantaneous voltage is higher than Vine, the corona
discharge may occur, or else the discharge activities will be suppressed. Generally, under
AC voltage, Vinc is expressed as y r- of the peak voltage, which causes a lower VinC This
/-v/2
discharge activity does not like the flashover phenomena, which exist extinguish and re-
ignition processes of arcs under AC flashover processes, thus, a higher voltage and more
energy are needed in the flashover process, which results in a higher flashover voltage.
4.2.5 Effects of Atmospheric Pressures
In order to reveal the influence of atmospheric pressure, P, on Vinc, for a given
condition of T=0 °C and o=80 u.S/cm, four pressures of 100 kPa, 90 kPa, 80 kPa and 70
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kPa are selected to determine the relationship between V^c and P in this study. The pressure
of 70 kPa corresponds to the altitude level of 3 km, and the pressure of 100 kPa
corresponds to the altitude level of the lab site in CQU.
Under AC and DC+ voltage, the corona discharge generally occurs directly as the
glow discharge at low pressure, hence the first discharge voltage observed by
CoroCAM IV+ is supposed as Vinc. The relationships between the atmospheric pressure and
Vino under DC+, DC- and AC voltages are illustrated in Figure 4-12, 4-13 and 4-14
respectively. It has been found that Vinc decreases line with a reduction of the atmospheric
pressure under DC+ voltage, DC- voltage and AC voltage.
Figure 4-12 shows that under DC+ voltage, Vincis 21.0 kV for 100 kPa and 15.7 kV
for 70 kPa respectively when d=5 cm. Vine decreases almost 5.3 kV and 25.3% when the
atmospheric pressure decreases from 100 kPa down to 70 kPa.
Figure 4-13 presents that under DC- voltage, when d=5 cm, Vinc is 21.2 kV at
100 kPa and 15.7 kV at 70 kPa, and V ^ decreases around 5.5 kV in voltage and 24.0% in
percentage when the pressure decreases from 100 kPa to 70 kPa.
Figure 4-14 illustrates that under AC voltage, when d=5 cm, Vine is 18.0 kV at
100 kPa and 14.3 kV at 70 kPa, respectively. Vinc decreases 3.7 kV in voltage and 20.1% in
percentage, when the pressure decreases from 100 kPa down to 70 kPa.
Similar investigations were also carried out using a metallic needle to plate system
[112] and a water point electrode to plate electrode system [100]. The result revealed that
under AC and DC voltage, Vinc declines almost linearly with a reduction of the atmospheric
pressure. In addition, the influence of the atmospheric pressure on Vjnc is also similar to that
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on the flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators and polluted insulators [61] [101] [102],
in which the flashover voltage decreases with a decrease in the atmospheric pressure. That
is, the influence of pressure on VinC and on the flashover voltage is consistent.
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Figure 4-12 Vine vs. the atmospheric pressure under DC+ voltage
Figure 4-13 V ^ vs. the atmospheric pressure under DC- voltage
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Figure 4-14 VinC vs. the atmospheric pressure under AC voltage
The influence of the atmospheric pressure on V,nc can be explained as follows:
because the corona discharge is restricted to a critical volume, where (E/N) >(EI N)c.
However, under low atmospheric pressure, the density of air, N, decreases, the ionization
efficiency can notionally be maintained at a constant level at constant value of E/N so that
the electrical field stress, E, can be reduced in proportion to N and the atmospheric pressure.
Therefore, VinC may be expected to be reasonably low under low pressure.
The relationship between Vinc and pressure shown as Figure 4-12,4-13 and 4-14 can
be expressed as following:
(4-4)
where, V and Vo in Equation (4-4) represent Vinc at low air pressure P (high altitude) and at
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the standard air pressure Po (101.3kPa), respectively, m is an exponent, which characterizes
the influence of atmospheric pressure on V^ .
In order to determine the relationship between pressure and Vinc, all results in Figure
4-12, 4-13 and 4-14 are redrawn by using LnfVTVo) and Ln (P/ Po) and the results are
shown in Figure 4-15. Applying the regression analysis to the above results, the value of
Exponent m in all conditions are presented in Table 4-4 and the relationship between value
of Exponent m and gap distances are determined and presented in Figure 4-16.
Table 4-4 Values of Exponent m under different conditions
3 cm 5 cm 7 cm 9 cm
DC-
AC
Û.7W
0,851
0.764
0.785
Ô.655
Ô.73&
ÛM2
0.656
From Figure 4-16, under both DC and AC voltages, all values of Exponent m
decrease with an increase in gap distance, which suggests that the influence of air pressure
on Vino is not constant and becomes weak at long air gap. This is different from the
influence of the atmospheric pressure on the flashover voltage of polluted or ice-covered
insulators, in which, the influence of atmospheric pressure on the flashover voltage of
polluted or ice-covered insulators is a constant.
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Figure 4-15 Relation between the ratio of V/Vo and the ratio of P/Po
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Figure 4-16 Relation between the value of Exponent m and the gap distance
Applying regression analysis to the results in the Figure 4-16, Exponent m may be
expressed as a function of gap distance d, shown as in Equation 4-5:
m = -axd + b (4-5)
Where a and b are constants, respectively and listed in Table 4-5
The values of a and b are not obviously affected by voltage type and polarity;
therefore, the average value can be suggested in Table 4-5. This relationship is applicable
for DC and AC voltage, when the gap distance varies from 3 cm to 9 cm and the
atmospheric pressure ranges between 70 kPa and 100 kPa.
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Table 4-5 Values of a and b in Exponent m
0.938
4.3 THE DISCHARGE VOLUME AT
In order to reveal the corona discharge characteristics, it is necessary to determine
the discharge volume at Vinc under various conditions. In this study, the discharge volume
at Vino is captured at the level of Vin. Because the distance between the test sample and
CoroCAM IV* is fixed to be a constant, the scale of corona discharge volume is kept the
same. Meanwhile, because of the response limitation of CoroCAM IV*", there is some error
while capturing the discharge volume at Vin0. Therein, these errors causing certain precise
results should be concerned in the following studies.
4.3.1 Effects of Environmental Temperature
For a given condition of d=5 cm, the discharge volume at Vinc at the icicle tip at two
temperatures of -5 °C and 0 °C as well as that at a metallic electrode are determined and the
results are presented in Figure 4-17.
Figure 4-17 shows that the discharge volume at Vinc is different at different
electrodes. Under DC+ and DC- voltage, the discharge volumes at VinC at icicle are both
small points at T=-5 °C, and it increases observably at T=0 °C. The discharge volume at
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Vac at the metal electrode is the biggest compared to those at the icicle electrode at
different temperatures under DC+ voltage, although, under DC- voltage, a similar
phenomenon to that under DC+ voltage can be observed, the influence of change of the
temperature on the discharge volume at Vinc is not as obvious as that under DC+ voltage.;
furthermore, the change is not significant while comparing the discharge volume at VjnC at
the metal electrode and at the icicle at T=0 °C.
I. T=-5 °C
I. T=-5 °C
II. T=0 °C
(a) DC+ voltage
III. Metal electrode
II. T=0 °C III. Metal electrode
(b) DC- voltage
Figure 4-17 the discharge volume at Vine under icicle electrode at different temperatures or
metal electrode (d=5 cm)
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To date, to the best of my knowledge, no similar investigations have been carried
out except that H.W.Bandel [45] mentioned that the discharge at icicle tip could not be seen
visually; therefore more tests on the discharge volume at VjnC are needed for investigating
the influence of icicle tip at different temperature on the discharge volume at VinC in the
next studies.
4.3.2 Effects of Gap Distance
In a given condition of T=0 °C and 0=80 uS/cm, the discharge volume at VjnC for
various gap distances are presented in Figure 4-18.
It may be observed that the discharge volume at ViK reduces constantly with an
increase in the gap distance. When the gap distance is 3 cm, the discharge volume at V^c is
large. However, when the gap distance increases to 9 cm, it becomes very small. The
decrease in the discharge volume at Vine with the gap distance is because the electric field
distribution becomes non-uniform in long gap distance, which therefore causes the critical
electric field volume to reduce.
I. 3 cm
I. 3 cm
II. 5 cm III. 7 cm
(a) DC+ voltage
II. 5 cm III. 7 cm
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IV. 9 cm
IV. 9 cm
(b) DC- voltage
Figure 4-18 Discharge volume at V^c at different air gap distances
(T=0 °C and CF=80
4.3.3 Effects of Atmospheric Pressure
For given conditions of d=7 cm and T=0 °C, the discharge volume at Vine at
different pressures are shown in Figure 4-19. Noticeably, under low pressure the period of
corona discharge is very short and it directly transits into the glow discharge no matter
under DC or AC voltage, which causes a relative small discharge volume. Therefore, the
glow discharge volume was recorded and concerned as the discharge volume at Vinc in this
study.
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Noted that the discharge volume at VinC is affected significantly by the air pressures
and it reduces with a decrease in pressure. The discharge volume at Vinc is very evident at
P=100 kPa, and diminishes into a very small area at P^ÎOkPa. Because the discharge
volume at low pressure of 70 kPa is so small, sometimes it is very difficult to observe.
The occurrence of glow discharge at low pressure can be explained as follows: the
occurrence of glow depends on the formation of the adequately highly concentrated
negative ions around the electrode. Under low pressure and low temperature, the lifetime of
negative ions is significantly longer than those at the standard environmental conditions due
to fewer collisions. Therefore, the density of negative ions in the air is high. This is the
reason why the glow discharge occurs more easily at low pressure than at standard pressure.
Under DC- voltage or negative half cycle of AC voltage, the work function of the cathode
surface depends on its material and is independent from the Electric field strength as well.
At the initial discharge stage, fewer initiatory electrons are emitted from the electrode
surface; thus, the icicle tip can exist and is not deformed yet, which is a guarantee of glow
occurrence under DC- voltage [20] [105].
In addition, the glow discharge at icicle electrodes was observed more frequently
compared to the metallic electrode system due to the water molecule existence. The
existence of water molecule was also another factor, which increases the probability of
negative ion formation, as in the following behavior: H 2 O + e <=> O^ (H2O) + hv
I. lOOkPa
1.100 kPa
I. 100 kPa
II. 90 kPa III. 80kPa
(a) DC+ voltage
II.90kPa III. 80kPa
(b) DC- voltage
II. 90 kPa III. 80kPa
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IV. 70 kPa
IV. 70 kPa
IV. 70 kPa
(c) AC voltage
Figure 4-19 Discharge volume at VinC at the different pressure levels (T=0 °C and d=7 cm)
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
1) Vine increases with an increase in air gap distance in a logarithmic function. The
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influence of gap distance on V^c is more evident under AC than that under DC. At
T=0°C, the function of Vine with the gap distance can be expressed as follows:
VinC=4.51n (d) +14.07 for DC+ voltage
Vinc=4.491n (d) +13.76 for DC-voltage
Vinc=5.901n (d) +9.49 for AC voltage
2) The influence of temperature on VinC is significant. Vinc at T=0 °C is lower than that
at T=-5 °C. However, the freezing water conductivity has a slight effect on VmC.
3) Vino under AC voltage is lower than that under DC voltage. Under DC voltage, the
influence of voltage polarity on Vinc is different at different temperatures. When
T=0 °C, Vine under DC+ voltage is higher than that under DC- voltage; when
T=-5 °C, Vac under DC+ voltage is lower than that under DC- voltage.
4) The atmospheric pressure has an evident influence on VmC. Vine decreases with a
decrease in the atmospheric pressure, and the influence of pressure on exponent m
decreases with an increase in the gap distance. The relationship between them can
be expressed as: m = -0.033 x d + 0.938.
5) The discharge volume at V^c increases with an increase in the temperature and
decreases with an increase in the gap distance. In addition, it decreases with a
decrease in pressure. At low pressure, the corona discharge occurs directly as glow
discharge, which causes a small discharge volume.
CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERISTICS OF CORONA CURRENT PULSE
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CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERISTICS OF CORONA CURRENT PULSE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Generally, the corona discharge appears as discharge pulse sequence, and this
discharge is called as high frequency discharge. These discharge pulses may be detected by
current pulse sensor with perfect frequency-amplitude characteristics. The related
introduction on the current pulse sensor has been described in Section 3.2.3.
This chapter mainly discusses the corona discharge processes and the corresponding
current pulse series under various voltage levels. Furthermore, the repetition rate of
discharge current pulse and the waveforms of current pulse are revealed and analyzed in
detail under some selected parameters. These parameters include:
• Environment temperature;
• Gap distance;
• Voltage type;
• Voltage polarity;
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• Atmospheric pressure.
5.2 CORONA DISCHARGE PROCESS
5.2.1 Corona Discharge Process under DC+ Voltage
For a given condition of d=5 cm, 0=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C, the corona discharge
process and its current pulse sequence are presented in Figure 5-1 under DC+ voltage.
Figure 5-1 shows that at first, the corona discharge volume increases with an
increase in the applied voltage; meanwhile, the frequency of the discharge current pulse
increases significantly as well. When the applied voltage is higher than 22 kV, the
discharge volume does not increase with an increase in applied voltage any more, and in
fact decreases inversely with an increase in the applied voltage. Meanwhile, the discharge
pulse frequency decreases too. When the applied voltage increases up to 25 kV, the
discharge mode is transited into a relatively stable discharge phenomenon, generally called
as the glow discharge [75] [105], In this discharge mode, the discharge volume is not
sensitive to the change of applied voltage any more and keeps stable. In addition, there are
no discharge current pulses can be detected for glow discharge.
The glow discharge phenomena have been verified in many studies [20] [105]. They
concluded that the glow discharge only occurs when the concentration of negative ions is
high enough [105][l 16]. It is well known that the shape of icicle electrodes does not
change during the discharge process under DC+ voltage. At higher applied voltage, the
repetition rate of discharge pulse increases radically. Therefore, more electrons are
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produced and attached to molecules to form negative ions, which will cause the glow
discharge.
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Figure 5-1 Discharge volume and corresponding current pulse sequence under DC+
voltage (d=5 cm, o=80 u.S/cm and T=0 °C)
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5.2.2 Corona Discharge Process under DC- Voltage
In a given condition of d=5 cm, o=80 u,S/cm and T=0 °C, the corona discharge
processes and their corresponding current pulse sequence are shown in Figure 5-2 under
DC- voltage.
Figure 5-2 shows that under DC- voltage, the corona discharge volume increases
strictly and becomes more and more irregular with an increase in applied voltage. As the
applied voltage increases from 22 kV to 23 kV, the amplitude and the repetition rate of
discharge pulses both increases significantly. When the applied voltage is higher than
24 kV, the repetition rate of the discharge pulse decreases, but the amplitude of the
discharge current pulse increases. If the applied voltage is high up to 42 kV, another small
discharge volume can be observed close to the anode (iced plate). The amplitude of the
discharge current pulse is 10 times higher than those at low voltage levels. During the
whole discharge process, no glow discharge phenomenon can be observed; therefore, it is
different from that under DC+ voltage. Comparisons between DC+ and DC- voltage show
that there is no glow discharge observed under DC- voltage, and the discharge current pulse
is less uniform under DC- than that under DC+ voltage.
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Figure 5-2 Discharge volume and corresponding current pulse series under DC- voltage
(d=5 cm, 0=80 ^iS/cm and T=0 °C)
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5.2.3 Corona Discharge Process under AC Voltage
For a given condition of d=5 cm, o=80 jxS/cm and T=0 °C, the corona discharge
phenomena and their corresponding discharge pulse series are shown in Figure 5-3 under
AC voltage.
Figure 5-3 shows that the corona discharge volume increases with an increase in the
applied voltage up to 19 kV. When the applied voltage is above 19 kV, the discharge
volume begins to decrease and transits into the glow discharge at 20 kV. If the applied
voltage increases further up to 35 kV, another discharge volume close to the ice-covered
plate can be observed. In addition, the discharge pulses occur cyclically and periodically. In
some parts, there is no discharge pulse detected. Consequently, the repetition rate of
discharge pulse is much less compared to that under DC voltage. For glow discharge, the
repetition rate of the discharge pulse decreases in the positive half-cycle. At 20 kV and
22 kV, there is only one discharge pulse detected in each positive half-cycle. However, it
increases slightly in the negative half-cycle. The amplitude of the discharge current pulse in
the positive half cycle is significantly higher than that in the negative half cycle.
The discharge phenomena are significantly more complex under AC voltage than
that under DC voltage, and this complication presents comprehensive characteristics of two
polarities of DC voltage. For example, the glow mode may be observed as it is under DC+
voltage and another discharge volume occurs close to the plane as it does under DC-
voltage.
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Figure 5-3 Discharge volume and corresponding current pulses under AC voltage
(d=5 cm, <T=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C)
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The comprehensive phenomena under AC voltage can be interpreted as follows:
under AC voltage, the periods of ionization are much shorter than those under DC- and
DC+ conditions due to the variation of instantaneous voltage and the reversal of its polarity.
The initial electron emission also depends on the applied voltage. As long as the
instantaneous voltage is higher than Vine the influence of AC voltage on the corona
discharge can be discussed in the same way as DC voltage by the different polarities.
Hence, the discharge characteristics under the positive half cycle of AC is the same as that
under DC+ voltage, and that under the negative half-cycle is similar to that under DC-
voltage.
5.3 Effects of Corona Discharge on the Icicle Tip Shape
In the tests, although each icicle electrode was only used once, it was found that the
corona discharge activities have some influence on the icicle tip depending on the voltage
type or the voltage polarity. The shape of the icicle electrode are captured and compared
before and after every test by CoroCAM IV* and the results are presented in Figure 5-4.
The results in Figure 5-4 show that the shape of icicle tip does not change under
DC+ voltage, but the icicle shapes are flattened significantly by the corona discharge
activities under DC- and AC voltage. Hence, the influence of corona discharge activities on
the icicle shape depends on the voltage type, and the corona discharge under DC- voltage or
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AC voltage has more evident influence on the shape of icicle electrode than that under DC+
voltage.
The phenomenon of icicle erosion occurs mainly at DC- voltage or the negative
half-cycle of AC conditions, and the reason can be interpreted as follows: Under DC+
voltage conditions, the initiatory electrons may originate in any part of the whole critical
volume, which means that the initiation process is much less localized [20] [105]. However,
under DC- voltage, the first electrons are supplied solely from a small region of the
cathode's surface due to the collisions between the positive ions, the photoelectrons and the
cathode or electron emission [105]. The mass of positive ions is much bigger than that of
the electrons, despite the surface of the ice being bombarded by positive ions under DC-
and by electrons under DC+, whereas the energy due to the bombardment of ice is about 3
times higher under DC- than that under DC+ voltage [50]. Both of them are localized and
cause temperature increase or icicle-tip melting. Because the energy is different, more
superficial melting processes may be expected under DC- voltage than that under DC+
voltage. Consequently, the discharge mechanism under the negative half-cycle of AC
conditions is consistent with that under DC- conditions, and therefore, it can be expected
that the damage of icicle tip mainly occurs under DC- voltage or the negative half-cycle of
AC voltage.
This influence of corona discharge on the icicle's shape was also mentioned by Y.
Teisseyre et al. [113]. They found that the erosion of an icicle is evident due to the corona
discharge and the ionic wind velocity. Furthermore, M. Farzaneh et al [114] confirmed
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that the loss in ice volume was more severe under DC- voltage than that under DC+
voltage. Therefore, the experiment test is in agreement with existed studies [114].
Before testing (a) DC+ after testmg
Before testing (b) DC- after testing
Before testing (c) AC after testing
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Figure 5-4 Influence of corona discharge on the icicle tip shape
5.4 REPETITION RATE OF DISCHARGE CURRENT PULSE
5.4.1 Environmental Temperature
To compare the repetition rate of discharge pulses, icicles with gap distances of
5cm, at different temperatures of -5 °C and 0 °C, are chosen. In addition, a metal electrode
is used to compare its effect as well. All results are presented in Figure 5-5.
Under DC+ (Figure 5-5(a)), the repetition rate of discharge pulses is affected by the
change of the applied voltage, i.e., it increases first and then decreases. The maximum
value of repetition rate is approximately 2460 per second at T=0 °C, and 700 per second at
T=-5 °C. Obviously, it is much higher at T=0 °C than that at T=-5 °C. Under metal electrode
the maximum value is around 2265 per second, and that is almost the same as that at
T=0 °C and significantly higher than that at T=-5 °C.
Under DC- voltage (Figure 5-5(b)), the relationship between the repetition rate of
discharge pulses and the applied voltage is different from that under DC+ voltage. When
T=0 °C, the repetition rate of the discharge pulse first increases and then decreases with an
increase in the applied voltage. However, for the icicle electrode at T=-5 °C and for the
metal electrode, the repetition rate of discharge current pulse always increases with an
increase in the applied voltage, which is in agreement with [105], thus the repetition rate of
the discharge current pulse increases with all discharge. Hence, the phenomenon is not
similar between the stainless steel and the icicle electrode with T=0 °C.
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(a).DC+ (b).DC-
Figure 5-5: Repetition rate of discharge current pulse at icicle with different temperatures
and metal electrode (a= 80 uS/cm and d=5 cm)
5.4.2 Gap Distance
It is known that the ice at T=0 °C is potentially more dangerous to the power
systems. Hence, in this study, the focus is mainly on the icicle at T=0 °C. In a given
condition of T=0 °C and o=80 uS/cm, the relationship between the repetition rate of the
discharge pulses and the gap distance is investigated, and the results are presented in Figure
5-6.
Although all the repetition rates of the discharge current pulse vary with the applied
voltage, the maximum value of the repetition rate is affected by the change in the gap
I l l
distance. It increases with an increase in gap distance. For example, under DC+ voltage, the
maximum value is 1645, 2460 and 2980 per-second for 3 cm, 5 cm and 7 cm, respectively.
Under DC- voltage, it is 2376, 2540 and 3060 per second for 3 cm, 5 cm and 7 cm,
respectively.
18 13 m 21 22 23 24 25 2& 27 38
(a).DC+ (b).DC-
Figure 5-6 Discharge repetition rate for various gap distances
(o=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C)
5.4.3 Voltage Type
In a given condition of 0=80 uS/cm, T=0 °C and d=5 cm, the influence of voltage
type on the repetition rate of the discharge current pulses are investigated and the results are
presented in Figure 5-7. The maximum value of the repetition rate of discharge pulses is
much higher under DC voltage than that under AC voltage.
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(a), the repetition rate of discharge pulse under DC+ and the positive half-cycle of AC,
(b). the repetition rate of discharge pulse under DC- and the negative half-cycle of AC.
Figure 5-7 Discharge repetition rate under different voltage types (<J=80 |iS/cm, T=0 °C)
The maximum value of the repetition rate under DC+ voltage is around 2460 per
second at 22 kV. However, it is less than 200 per second under the positive half-cycle of
AC voltage at 19 kV. The maximum value of discharge frequency is 2540 per second under
DC- voltage, but it decreases to 460 per second under the negative half cycle of AC
voltage. The reason that the maximum value of the repetition rate of the discharge pulses
under AC voltage is less than that under DC voltage is that AC voltage has a shorter period
of ionization compared to DC voltage and the amplitude value of AC voltage is varied as
well, which affects the repetition rate of the discharge pulse.
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5.5 WAVEFORM OF CORONA DISCHARGE CURRENT PULSE
5.5.1 Voltage Polarity
In the case of DC voltage and d=5 cm, the typical waveforms of the discharge
current pulse obtained on the metallic electrode and the icicle electrode at T=0 °C are
presented in Figure 5-8. The time interval between two consecutive points is a constant of
33 ns. Hence, the duration of current waveform is proportional to the point number.
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Figure 5-8 Typical waveforms of current pulse under different polarities
(o=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C)
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Figure 5-8 shows that the waveform of the discharge current pulse is evidently
different under different polarities. First, the waveform of the current pulse is very smooth
at the falling part of the current pulse under DC+ voltage. However, there are some
fluctuations under DC- voltage. Secondly, some over-pulses exist below the zero under
DC- voltage. Finally, the duration of the current pulse is somewhat longer under DC+
voltage than that under DC- voltage. The differences between the waveforms of the current
pulse under two different polarities had been investigated in air [117] [118] and in oil [117],
respectively, and these results are in agreement with this study.
5.5.2 Voltage Type
For a given condition of T=0 °C and o=80 ^iS/cm, the waveforms of the current
pulse under AC voltage and DC voltage are presented in Figure 5-9
ft—
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Figure 5-9 Typical waveforms of current pulse under different voltage types
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(T=0 °C and d=5 cm)
Figure 5-9 shows that the waveforms of the current pulse are consistent between
DC and AC voltage. The waveforms of the current pulse are very smooth and the duration
of the current pulse is almost the same under DC+ and the positive half-cycle of AC
voltage. However, under DC- voltage and the negative half-cycle of AC voltage, there are
also some fluctuations and over-pulses in the falling part of the waveform of the current
pulse. Hence, the voltage type does not influence the waveform of the discharge current
pulse as the voltage polarity does. This is because the discharge mechanism is in complete
agreement between DC voltage and the half-cycle of AC voltage.
5.5.3 Environmental Temperature
For a given condition of cr=80 ^S/cm and d=5 cm, the typical waveform of the
current pulse for the icicle electrode at T=-5 °C and 0 °C and for a metal electrode are
extracted, respectively. The results are presented in Figure 5-10.
Figure 5-10 shows that the waveforms of the current pulse at 0 °C and -5 °C are
different. The duration of the current pulse is significantly longer at 0°C than that at -5 °C.
The main difference occurs at the falling part of the current pulse. The principal parameters
on the waveform of current pulse at icicle at two temperature levels and at metal electrode
are compared under DC voltage and result is shown in Table 5-1. The rising time of the
current pulse for three different electrodes is the same, but the falling time is evidently
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different. The falling time is less than 300 ns for the icicle at -5 °C, 500 ns for the icicle at
0 °C, and 500 ns for the metal electrode, respectively (more detail please see Table 5-1).
Therefore, at the icicle electrode, the falling time and the duration of the current pulse at 0
°C is significantly longer than that at -5 °C. Comparing the waveforms of current pulse
under different electrodes, the waveform is very irregular at -5 °C and becomes regular at
0 °C, and the waveform under metal electrode is the most regular.
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Figure 5-10 Typical waveforms of current pulse at two different temperature levels or
electrode material (0=80 jiS/cm and d=5 cm)
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The influence of electrode conductivity on the characteristics of the discharge pulse
has been investigated for the water electrode and the pure ice electrode by Herman W.
Bandel [45]. The results showed that the amplitude and the duration of discharge pulses
from the ice point were obviously smaller and shorter than those from the platinum and
water points, and decreasing resistance by shortening the ice point also increased the pulse
amplitude. J.Luan phan-cong et ai. [64] found that the amplitude of the corona current is
profoundly affected by the external temperatures, and the amplitude of the pulse on dry ice
is smaller compared to that on wet ice. Therein, this study is in agreement with those
studies.
Table 5-1 Parameters of discharge current pulse for different electrodes
Rising time (ns) Failing time (ns) Waveform of pulse
5.5.4 Atmospheric Pressure
For a given condition of T=0 °C and d=7 cm, the influence of atmospheric pressure
on the waveform of the current pulse is presented in Figure 5-11, 5-12, 5-13 and 5-14 for
DC+, DC-, the positive half-cycle of AC and the negative half-cycle of AC, respectively.
The results show that the waveform of the current pulse varies with atmospheric pressure.
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As mentioned previously, the voltage type has no evident influence on the waveform of the
current pulse. Therefore, in the following discussion, the main comparisons are focused on
the results under DC voltage. The principal parameters of the waveform at different
pressure levels are listed in Table 5-2.
Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-13 show that the rising time of the discharge current
pulse mcreases in approximate proportion with a decrease in atmospheric pressure under
DC+ and the positive half-cycle of AC. For instance, under DC voltage, the rising time of
the current pulse is 33 ns at 100 kPa, and increases up to 99 ns at 70 kPa, whereas the
whole duration of the current pulse does not obviously change.
Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-14 show that under DC- and the negative half-cycle of
AC, the rising time of the current pulse does not change noticeably, whereas the falling
time of the discharge current pulse increases significantly with a decrease in atmospheric
pressure. For example, under DC- voltage, the falling time of the discharge current pulse is
200 ns at 100 kPa and it increases up to 660 ns at 70 kPa. Conversely, the rising time of the
discharge current pulse does not change significantly.
Table 5-2 Parameters of discharge current pulse at different pressures
DC- Rising time (ns) 33 ( 33
„ J _ J
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Figure 5-11 Typical waveform of current pulse at various pressures under DC+ voltage
(T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=7 cm)
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Figure 5-12 Typical waveform of current pulse at various pressures under DC- voltage
(T=0 °C, 0=80 jiS/cm and d=7 cm)
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Figure 5-13 Typical waveform of current pulse at various pressures under positive half
cycle of AC voltage (T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm and d=7 cm)
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Figure 5-14 Typical waveform of current pulse at various pressures under negative half
cycle of AC voltage (T=0 °C, CT=80 ^ iS/cm and d=7 cm)
M. Cernak et al. [119] and D. A. Scott [120] both found that the waveform of the
discharge current pulse depended not only on the field configuration at the discharge site,
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but also on the pressure of gas. The duration of the current pulse is approximately constant
with different radii, but decreases with increasing pressure. Therefore, those results are
consistent with this investigation.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
1). The development of the corona discharge is different under DC+ voltage and DC-
voltage. Under DC+ conditions, when the voltage reaches a certain value, the corona
discharge transits into the glow. However, under DC- voltage, when the voltage is high
enough, another discharge volume occurs close to the iced plate.
2). Corona discharge activities have different influence on icicle shape. Under DC- voltage
and AC voltage, the icicle shape is damaged and flattened, but this change is not
evident under DC+ voltage.
3). The corona discharge under AC voltage is more complex than that under DC voltage
due to the switch in voltage polarity. It has some comprehensive characteristics like
DC+ and DC- voltages. One of the major differences between them is that the
discharge current pulse occurs cyclically.
4). The repetition rate of the discharge current pulses is affected by the applied voltage,
temperature, gap distance, and voltage type. It increases first and then decreases with
an increase in applied voltage under DC+ voltage. However, it increases with an
increase in voltage at -5 °C and it increases first and then decreases with an increase in
voltage at 0 °C. The maximum value of the repetition rate increases with an increase in
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the gap distance, and it is evidently higher under DC voltage than that under AC
voltage.
5). The waveform of the current pulse is influenced by the environmental temperature, the
voltage polarity and the atmospheric pressure, but not by the voltage type. The duration
of the current pulse at 0 °C is longer than that at -5 °C. The waveform of the current
pulse is smoother under DC+ voltage than that under DC- voltage. Under the DC+
voltage and the positive half-cycle of AC voltage, the rising time of the current pulse
increases proportionally with a decrease in the atmospheric pressure. Under DC-
voltage and the negative half-cycle of AC voltage, the falling time of the current pulse
increases with a decrease in atmospheric pressure.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The corona discharge has been extensively studied [20][84][124]. All investigations
show that corona discharge pulses are stochastic, as discussed in Chapter 5. The discharge
pulse magnitude is influenced by many factors. Therefore, a statistical method was proposed
to analyze and precisely describe the discharge pulse magnitude. In order to analyze these
discharge pulse magnitudes, the relationship between the amplitude of the discharge current
pulse and the discharge pulse magnitude was determined and presented in Section 3.2.3.3.
Based on this relationship, all corona discharge pulses were transited into the discharge
magnitudes, and then analyzed in the designed program as shown in Figure 3-16.
First, this chapter focuses on the frequency distribution of the discharge pulse
magnitude corresponding to the voltage level varying in 1-1.1 times of V^. Then, principal
statistical parameters such as the mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation are
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determined under different conditions. These results are analyzed and discussed in details.
6.2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DISCHARGE MAGNITUDE
6.2.1 Under DC+ Voltage
For a given condition of T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm, the frequency distributions
of discharge magnitudes under DC+ voltage are investigated and presented in Figure 6-1.
(a). Under various voltage levels (b). Voltage ranging from 20.8 to 22.5kV
Figure 6-1 Frequency distribution of discharge magnitude under DC+ voltage
(T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm)
Figure 6-1 (a) shows that at different DC+ voltage levels, the frequency distributions
and standard deviations of discharge magnitude are slightly changed by the applied voltage.
Generally, the frequency distributions appear more or less bell-shaped, and follow
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approximately the normal distribution. When the applied voltage increases, the frequency
distribution becomes sharper and sharper, which means that the standard deviation decreases
and the discharge pulse becomes uniform. For example, the mean discharge magnitude is
575.2 pC and the standard deviation is 108.5 pC at 20.8 kV. However, when the applied
voltage increases up to 22.5 kV, they are 531.2 pC and 38.2 pC respectively.
In order to precisely analyze the mean discharge magnitude and its standard deviation,
the comprehensive frequency distribution of discharge magnitude corresponding to the
applied voltage level, varying between 20.8 kV and 22.5 kV, is presented in Figure 6-l(b).
Obviously, it follows the normal distribution with a mean discharge magnitude of 529.2 pC
and a standard deviation of 66.4 pC.
6.2.2 Under DC- Voltage
For a given condition of T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm, the frequency distributions
of discharge magnitudes under DC- voltage are investigated and presented in Figure 6-2.
Note that under DC- voltage, the frequency distribution of the discharge magnitude is
significantly influenced by the applied voltage (Figure 6-2). At the low voltage levels of 21
kV and 22 kV, the frequency distribution follows the normal distribution, which is consistent
with other investigations [20][122][123]. It transits into non-normal distribution (more than
one peak) at slightly high voltage levels of 23 kV and 24 kV with a significantly large
standard deviation. When the applied voltage is increased, the mean discharge magnitude and
the standard deviation increase strictly which suggests that the discharge pulse becomes very
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irregular at high voltage. At 21 kV, the discharge magnitude is 190.1 pC and the standard
deviation is 29.3 pC. At 24 kV, they are 275 pC and 128 pC, respectively.
The overall frequency distribution of the discharge magnitude for the applied voltage
ranging between 21 kV and 23 kV is presented in Figure 6-2(b). The frequency distribution
does not follow a normal distribution, as it has a mean value of 232.1 pC and the standard
deviation of 68.8 pC.
(a). Under various voltage levels (b). Voltage varying from 21 -23kV
Figure 6-2 Frequency distribution of discharge magnitude under DC- voltage
(T=0 °C, cr=80 M,S/cm and d=5 cm)
6.2.3 Under Positive Half Cycle of AC Voltage
For a given condition of T=0 °C and o=80 uS/cm as well as d=5 cm, the frequency
distributions of discharge magnitude under the positive half-cycles of AC voltage are
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presented in Figure 6-3. It is observed that under the positive half-cycles of AC voltage, the
frequency distributions of discharge magnitude at low applied voltages follow approximately
normal distribution. When the applied voltage increases, although the change of frequency
distribution is significant, the mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation increase
slightly with an increase in the applied voltage. However, under the slightly higher applied
voltage of 21 kV, this distribution no longer has the Gaussian shape and consequently, the
discharge mode transits from corona into glow. At 18.4 kV, the mean discharge magnitude is
575.3 pC and the standard deviation is 43.5 pC. At 20 kV, they are 592.9 pC and 54.8 pC,
respectively.
fiw» haf eye* of AC
o 18.4".3i«V
(a), under various voltage levels (b).Varying from 18.4-20 kV
Figure 6-3 Frequency distribution of discharge magnitude under the positive half cycle of
AC voltage (T=0 °C, o=80 jxS/cm and d=5 cm)
The overall frequency distribution of the mean discharge magnitude for applied
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voltages between 18.4 and 21 kV is shown in Figure 6-3(b). Apparently, this frequency
distribution follows a normal distribution with the mean discharge magnitude of 600.2 pC
and the standard deviation of 61.2 pC.
6.2.4 Under Negative Half Cycle of AC Voltage
In a given condition of T=0 °C and o=80 uS/cm as well as d=5 cm, the frequency
distributions of discharge magnitude are presented in Figure 6-4 for the negative half-cycles
of the AC voltage. It is found that under the negative half-cycle of the AC condition, the
shapes of discharge magnitude distribution differ under various voltage levels. Under low
voltage levels of 18.4 and 19 kV, these distributions follow the normal distribution. However,
they are transited into non-normal distribution at high applied voltage levels of 20 and 21 kV.
At 18.4 kV, the discharge magnitude is 215.9 pC and the standard deviation is 31.4 pC. At
20 kV, they are 259.8 pC and 105.7 pC, respectively.
The overall distribution of discharge magnitude for applied voltage ranging from 18.4
to 21 kV is presented in Figure 6-4(b). It is of Gaussian shape, but not a normal distribution,
with the mean discharge magnitude of 232.6 pC and the standard deviation of 70.14 pC.
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(a), under various voltage levels (b). Varying from 18.4-21kV
Figure 6-4 Frequency distribution of discharge magnitude under the negative half-cycle of
AC voltage (T=0 °C, a=80 \iS/cm and d=5 cm)
6.3 ANALYSIS OF STATISTIC DISTRIBUTION OF DISCHARGE MAGNITUDE
From Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-3, the frequency distributions of discharge pulse
magnitude under DC+ voltage and the positive half-cycle of AC voltages are in agreement.
Generally, the overall distributions under the DC+ and the positive half-cycle of AC voltage
ranging from Vinc to 1.1 Vac follow normal distribution, and can be approximately expressed
as the following equation:
( _ . ,\2
2a2 (6-1)
where P is the frequency distribution of discharge magnitude, a2 is variances, q is the
discharge magnitude and jx is the mean discharge magnitude.
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From Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-4, it may be found that the frequency distributions of
discharge pulse magnitude under DC- and the negative half-cycle of AC voltages are
consistent Both of them follow Gaussian distribution, and tend to transit from the normal
distribution at low applied voltage into non-normal distribution at high voltage. The overall
frequency distributions for a voltage of 1-1.1 Vine are similar and can be expressed as the
following equation:
(6-2)+ L_e
cr 2 -v 2;r
where P is the frequency distribution of discharge magnitude, of and a\ are variances, q is
the discharge magnitude and Ui and u^ are the expectant value of discharge magnitude for the
first and second peak, respectively.
The frequency distribution of discharge amplitude has been also investigated by other
researchers. Yicheng Wang [126] demonstrated that the distribution of discharge amplitude
under DC+ voltage follows the normal distribution. In addition, R. J. Van Brunt et al. [124]
and Al-Arainy et al. [84] verified that the pulse amplitude distributions of the negative
corona at the sharp-point metallic electrode also follow the normal distribution. He found that
the discharge pulses had a very regular and well-ordered behavior. Meanwhile, he pointed out
that under DC- voltage, a high rate of electron emission from the point cathode is a guarantee
for normalization distribution of discharge magnitude. Obviously, the icicle electrode under
DC- voltage was destroyed during the discharge process as explained in Section 5.4; this
means that the sharp tip is missed and the electron emission is not well localized any more.
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6.4 FACTORS AFFECTING DISCHARGE PULSE MAGNITUDE
Under a given condition of T=0 °C and o=80 uS/cm, the relationship between the
mean discharge magnitude, the standard deviation and the gap distance are investigated and
the results are shown in Figure 6-5,6-6,6-7 and 6-8, respectively.
All above results show that the mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation
both decrease with an increase in gap distance, which means that the discharge magnitude
becomes more uniform at a long gap distance.
Under DC+ voltage, Figure 6-5 shows that when the gap distance increases from 3
cm to 9 cm, the mean discharge magnitude decreases from 568.8 pC to 253.3 pC. In
percentage, it decreases almost 55.5%. The standard deviation decreases from 70.4 pC at 3
cm to 36.4 pC at 9 cm.
Under DC- voltage, Figure 6-6 shows that when the gap distance increases from 3 cm
to 9 cm, the discharge magnitude decreases from 330.8 pC to 209 pC, and the percentage of
decrease is approximately 36,8%. In addition, the standard deviation decreases from 49.2 pC
at 3 cm to 30.2 pC at 9 cm.
Under the positive half-cycle of AC voltage, Figure 6-7 reveals that when the gap
distance increases from 3 cm to 9 cm, the discharge magnitude decreases from 613.3 pC to
290.3 pC, and the percentage of decrease is approximately 52.7%. Meanwhile, the standard
deviation decreases from 85.3 pC at 3 cm to 35.3 pC at 9 cm.
Under the negative half-cycle of AC voltage, Figure 6-8 demonstrates that when the
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gap distance increases from 3 cm to 9 cm, the discharge magnitude decreases from 243.0 pC
to 195,3 pC, and the percentage of decrease is around 19.6%. Correspondingly, the standard
deviation decreases from 76.8 pC at 3 cm to 30.2 pC at 9 cm.
Hence, the effect of gap distance on the discharge magnitude under DC+ voltage or
under the positive half-cycle of AC voltages is more significant than those under DC- voltage
and under the negative half-cycle of AC voltage.
To date, there have been no related investigations on the influence of the gap distance
on the mean discharge magnitude. However, a similar relationship between the discharge
pulse amplitude and the radius of the electrode was found [85]. The increase of the electrode
radius will increase the amplitude of the discharge pulse. In order to reveal the relationship
between the discharge magnitude and the gap distance, a form factor is introduced to express
the influence of the gap distance on the electric field distribution of the air gap. This is
presented as Equation (6-3) [39].
F = E^ lE^ = - £ - (6-3)
K + «
where R is the radius of electrode tip and d the gap distance.
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Figure 6-5 Mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation vs. the gap distance under
DC+ voltage (T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm)
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Figure 6-6 Mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation vs. the gap distance under
DC- voltage (T=0 °C, o=80
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Figure 6-7 Mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation vs. the gap distance under
the positive half cycle of AC voltage (T=G °C, 0=80 p.S/cm)
Mean discharge magnitude - - -o - • • Standard deviation
Figure 6-8 Mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation vs. the gap distance under
the negative half cycle of AC voltage (T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm)
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From Equation 6-3, it may be concluded that the increase in the gap distance or the
decrease in electrode radius will cause a decrease in the form factor of the gap space, F. Thus,
the electrical field strength distribution becomes more non-uniform with increasing gap
distance or decreasing electrode radius, which means that the discharge pulse magnitude
decreases and become more and more uniform in long gap distance.
6.4.1 Environment Temperature
For a given condition of d=5 cm and 0=80 uS/cm, the effects of the environmental
temperature on the mean discharge magnitudes under DC and AC voltage were investigated
and are presented in Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 respectively. The discharge magnitude is
evidently affected by the change of temperature. For the same conductivity, the mean
discharge magnitudes at T=0 °C are evidently higher than those at T=-5 °C.
Under DC voilage (Figure 6-9), when the temperature increases from -5 °C to 0 °C,
the mean discharge magnitude increases from 220.7 pC to 525.7 pC and from 173.0 pC to
215.3 pC for DC+ voltage and DC- voltage, respectively. The increase in percentage is
138.2% and 24.5% for DC+ voltage and DC- voltage, respectively.
Under AC voltage (Figure 6-10), when the temperature is raised from -5 °C up to 0
°C, the mean discharge magnitude increases from 334.0 pC to 576.4 pC and from 169.3 pC to
232.6 pC for the positive half-cycle of AC voltage and the negative half-cycle of AC voltage,
respectively. The percentage of increase is 72.6% and 37.4%, respectively.
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Figure 6-10 Effects of temperature on the discharge magnitude under AC voltage
(o=80 uS/em and d=5 cm)
In summary, the temperature has a more significant influence on the discharge
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magnitudes under DC+ voltage and the positive half-cycle of AC voltage than those under
DC- voltage and the negative half-cycle of AC voltage. Actually, the variation of temperature
mainly changes the conductive property of the icicle electrode. Therefore, a metal electrode is
used to study the difference between the discharge magnitude at the metallic electrode and
the icicle electrode. The result under DC voltage is also presented in Figure 6-9. It has been
found that the discharge magnitude at metal electrode is evidently bigger than those at icicle.
The conductivity of the icicle at T=0 °C is higher than that at T=-5 °C, but not as good as the
stainless steel electrode. Therein, the discharge magnitude is positively correlated with the
electrode conductivity. Thus, the higher conductivity the electrode has, the bigger the
discharge magnitude is.
The influence of the environmental temperature on the discharge magnitude is
consistent with the results obtained in [45][100]. These investigations showed the discharge
pulse amplitude is significantly larger at a water-droplet electrode than that at an icicle
electrode.
Actually, the effects of temperature on the electrode properties are due to the
following facts: at the boundary surface, the potential energy of electron approaches
asymptotically to zero. The lowest energy required to remove an electron from a solid is
called the work function (e(p). This energy can occur in various forms: thermal (phonons, kT),
photons (hv), internal potential energy of the atoms and ions (eV*, eVi) and kinetic energy
(1//2MV2). When the melting process may be regarded as a destruction of the lattice due,
primarily, to a too-close approach of the singular hydrogen and H3O2 groups, resulting in a
liquid, which is a mixture of mono- and di-hydro in temperature equilibrium [121]. The
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melting, then, tends to reduce the interfacial free energy. This is also supported by the
observation that the mechanical disturbance of an ice surface increases the surface
conductivity since it produces many lattice defects and an electrically mobile ion state in the
surface region. Because the impurities are non-volatile and insoluble in ice, small amounts of
them can move to the surface to increase the surface conductivity and to decrease the
activation energy [105].
6.4.2 Freezing Water Conductivity
At 0 °C, two different freezing water conductivities of 320 uS/cm and 80 uS/cm were
chosen to reveal the influence of conductivity on the discharge magnitude. The results are
shown in Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 for DC and AC conditions, respectively. It may be
seen that the discharge magnitude increases slightly with an increase in conductivity.
Under DC+ voltage, the discharge magnitudes are 595.5 pC and 525.7 pC for 320
|iS/cm and 80 uS/cm, respectively. However, under DC- voltage, they are 245.4 pC and
215.3 pC respectively. When the freezing water conductivity increases from 80 uS/cm to 320
uS/cm, the increase in percentage is 13.3% and 14.0% under DC+ and DC- voltage,
respectively.
Under the positive half-cycle of AC voltage, the discharge magnitudes are 620 pC
and 576.4 pC for 320 uS/cm and 80 uS/cm, respectively. However, under the negative half-
cycle of AC voltage, they decrease to 243.9 pC and 232.6 pC, respectively. When the
freezing water conductivity increases from 80 uS/cm to 320 uS/cm, the discharge magnitudes
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are raised by 7.6% and 4.8% for the positive and the negative half-cycles of AC voltage,
respectively.
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Figure 6-12 Effect of conductivity on the discharge magnitude under AC voltage
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The above results are consistent with the result obtained by Toshiyuki Sugimoto et
al. [125], who found that the magnitude of the initial and the final pulses in the first pulse
series of each group increases linearly with the conductivity of water. In addition, compared
with the influence of temperature, the variation of conductivity does not affect the discharge
pulse magnitude as evidently as the temperature does.
6.4.3 Voltage Polarity
In a given condition of T=0 °C and a=80 uS/cm, the discharge magnitude and the
standard deviation under DC+ and DC- voltages are compared, and the results are presented
in Figure 6-13. It is found that for various gap distances, the mean discharge magnitude under
DC+ voltage is always higher than those under DC- voltage, and the difference decreases
with an increase in the gap distance.
For example, when d=3 cm, the discharge magnitude is 568.8 pC under DC+ voltage
and 330.8 pC under DC- voltage, and the difference between them is 238 pC. When d=9 cm,
although the discharge magnitude under DC+ voltage decreases to 253.3 pC, it is still 52.4 pC
higher than that under DC- voltage. In contrast, the standard deviation of discharge
magnitude is smaller under DC+ voltage than that under DC- voltage under various gap
distances, which means that the discharge pulse is relatively more uniform under DC+
voltage than that under DC- voltage. This is due to the change of the icicle tip under DC-
voltage. Therefore, the initiatory electrode can not be localized exactly, which causes the
discharge pulse become more irregular.
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Figure 6-13 Discharge magnitude of various polarities under different gap distances
The effects of the voltage polarity on the amplitude of the discharge pulse have also
been studied by Malik et al [82]. He found that the discharge pulse amplitude under DC-
voltage is sensitive to the voltage level and less reproducible. In addition, the amplitude of
discharge pulse is evidently larger under DC+ voltage than that under DC- voltage.
Obviously, these results are consistent with this study.
6.4.4 Voltage Type
For a given condition of d=5 cm, o=80 uS/cm and T=0 °C, the discharge magnitudes
are determined under different voltage types and the results are shown in Figure 6-14 and
Figure 6-15. The discharge magnitude and the standard deviation are different under DC+
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voltage and under the positive half-cycle of AC voltage, and they are both slightly lower
under DC+ voltage than those under the positive half-cycle of AC voltage. At d=3 cm, the
discharge magnitudes are 568.8 pC and 613.1 pC and the standard deviation is 70.4 pC and
85.3 pC for DC+ voltage and the positive half-cycle of AC voltage, respectively. The
difference is 44.2 pC. However, at d=9 cm, the discharge magnitudes are 253.3 pC and 290.3
pC and the standard deviations are 35.3 pC and 36.4 pC for DC+ voltage and the positive
half-cycle of AC voltage respectively, and the difference in the discharge magnitude is 37.0
pC.
The results presented in Figure 6-15 show that the discharge magnitude and the
standard deviation are both higher under DC- voltage than those under the negative half-cycle
of AC voltage. When d=3 cm, the discharge magnitudes are 330.8 pC and 243.0 pC and the
standard deviations are 161.0 pC and 76.8 pC, for DC- voltage and the negative half-cycle of
AC voltage, respectively. The difference in discharge magnitude is 88.7 pC. When d=9 cm,
the discharge magnitudes are 209 pC and 195.3 pC, and the difference is only 13.7 pC.
Meanwhile, the standard deviations are 40.0 pC and 30.2 pC for DC- voltage and the negative
half-cycle of AC voltage, respectively.
A similar investigation of the voltage type on the discharge magnitude at metallic
electrodes has been carried out by Al-Arainy et al. [84]. He found that the discharge pulse
amplitude under DC+ voltage is slightly higher than that under the positive half-cycle of AC
voltage. However, the average pulse amplitude was somewhat higher for AC voltage as
compared to DC- voltage. Therefore, there are some new statistical characteristics of
discharge pulse at icicle electrodes, which suggests more studies at the icicle should be
carried out.
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Figure 6-14 Discharge magnitude and standard deviation under DC+ and positive half cycle
of AC voltage (d=5 cm, a=80 \iS/cm and T=0 °C)
Figure 6-15 Discharge magnitude and standard deviation under DC- and negative half cycle
of AC voltage (d=5 cm, a=80 nS/cm and T=0 °C)
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6.4.5 Atmospheric Pressure
When T=0 °C and 0=80 uS/cm, the influence of atmospheric pressure on the
discharge magnitude is investigated and the results are presented in Figure 6-16, 6-17,6-18
and 6-19 for DC+,DC-, the positive half cycle and negative half cycle of AC, respectively. It
may be noticed that the atmospheric pressure has an observable effect on the discharge
magnitude. The discharge magnitude does not increase or decrease linearly with the decrease
in the atmospheric pressure. Inversely the maximum values of the discharge magnitude and
the standard deviations occur consistently at the pressure of 80 kPa, corresponding to 2 km in
altitude.
— o — Mean discharge magnitude -n Standard Deviation 1
6B 70 80 90 100
Atmospheric pressure (fcPs)
Figure 6-16 Relationship between the discharge magnitude and the atmospheric pressure
under DC+ voltage (T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=7 cm)
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Figure 6-17 Relationship between the discharge magnitude and the atmospheric pressure
under DC- voltage (T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=7 cm)
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Figure 6-18 Relationship between the discharge magnitude and the atmospheric pressure
under positive half-cycle of AC voltage (T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm)
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Figure 6-19 Relationship between the discharge magnitude and the atmospheric pressure
under negative half-cycle of AC voltage (T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm)
The results under DC+ voltage as presented in Figure 6-16 show that the discharge
magnitudes are 339.6 pC at 100 kPa and 539.2 pC at 80 kPa. It decreases to 248.8 pC at 70
kPa. The results under DC- voltage shown in Figure 6-17 illustrate that the discharge
magnitudes are 215.3 pC and 287.3 pC at 100 kPa and 80 kPa respectively. When the
atmospheric pressure decreases to 70 kPa, the discharge magnitude reduces to 248.6 pC.
Meanwhile the variation of standard deviation is consistent with the change of discharge
magnitude. When the atmospheric pressure decreases from 100 kPa to 80 kPa, the percentage
of increase is 59.7% under DC+ voltage and 33.4% under DC- voltage, respectively.
Figure 6-18 shows that under the positive half-cycle of AC conditions, the discharge
magnitude increases from 576.1 pC to 672.3 pC, when the pressure decreases from 100 kPa
to 80 kPa, and then it decreases to 550.5 pC as the pressure decreases further to 70 kPa. The
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results under the negative half-cycle of AC voltage as presented in Figure 6-19 show that the
discharge magnitude increases from 232.9 pC to 247.2 pC when the pressure decreases from
100 kPa to 80 kPa and then decreases to 209.0 pC at 70 kPa. When the pressure decreases
from 100 kPa to 80 kPa, the increases in percentage are 16.7% and 6.1% respectively for the
positive and the negative half-cycle of AC voltages.
The above results show that the corona discharge is the most serious at the pressure of
80kP compared to other pressures, which should be paid attention. In general, the discharge
magnitude can be expressed as the following equation (6-5):
Q = noe-eax (6-5)
Where Q is the discharge magnitude, no is the initiatory electrons, e is the charge of
the electron, x is the length of the avalanche, and a is the ionization coefficient of air and can
be expressed as [105]:
-BP/
a = APe /E (6-6)
Where A=l 1.11 cmkPaandB=275 V/cm-kPa.
In order to understand the discharge process in gas, a ratio of a/E is introduced since
it physically represents the number of ions produced by electron collisions per unit of electric
potential drop [20]. This ratio is defined as the ionization efficiency,^ and given by:
„ _ _ _— p e /E (6-7)
E E
Therefore, t] is a function of E/P, and the relation between them is illustrated in
Figure 6-20. From Figure 6-20, it may be noted that rj shows a maximum value and the
maximum value may be obtained by differentiating Equation (6-7) and setting the derivative
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equal to zero, i.e.,
dtj AB
d(Elp) (E/P? (E/p)2
=0 (6-8)
Hence, the maximum value of f] occurs at:
(6-9)
For a given electric field configuration, the variation of rj is consistent with a, when tj
reaches its maximum value. Meanwhile, the coefficient, a, and the consequent discharge
quantities also reach the maximum values. It may be observed from the above curves that
their shapes are in similar agreement.
Figure 6-20 Relationship between n and E/P
Based on the experimental result of VjnC, and Equation 6-9, the Electric field strength
at the icicle tip and its corresponding B are calculated for pressure of 80 kPa, respectively,
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and the calculated values are listed in Table 6-1. The value of B is very close to the
theoretical values; however, more tests should be carried out in the future.
Table 6-1 Calculated electric field strength and corresponding the value of B
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
1). The distributions of discharge magnitudes under DC and AC voltage follow Gaussian
distribution. However, the distribution shapes are affected by voltage polarities of DC or
AC voltages. The distribution may be expressed as follows:
p = . 1 2a2
P = 2a}
V In
for DC+ voltage and positive half-cycle of AC voltage
for DC- voltage and negative half cycle2<7Í
of AC voltage
2). The discharge magnitude and the standard deviation decrease with an increase in gap
distance. The gap distance has an evident influence on discharge magnitude under DC+
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and positive half-cycle of AC voltage than those under DC- and negative half-cycle of
AC voltage.
3). The discharge magnitude at 0 °C is evidently larger than that at -5 °C. However, the
change of conductivity affects the discharge magnitude slightly when the temperature
stays constant.
4). The voltage polarity and type both have an influence on the discharge magnitude and the
standard deviation. Under DC voltage, the discharge magnitude under DC+ voltage is
higher than that under DC- voltage. In addition, the discharge magnitude under DC+
voltage is slightly lower than those under the positive half-cycle of AC, but is higher
under DC- voltage than that under the negative half-cycle of AC voltage.
5). The atmospheric pressure has an obvious effect on the discharge magnitude. The
discharge magnitude first increases and then decreases with a decrease in pressure. The
maximum discharge magnitude appears at 80 kPa, corresponding to 2 km in altitude.
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CHAPTER 7
SPACE CHARGE BEHAVIORS AND THEIR INFLUENCE
ON SEQUENTIAL DISCHARGE PULSES
7.1 INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that corona discharge is a kind of pulsating discharge phenomenon.
This discharge pulse generally has a significant statistical variability. These pulses are also
not completely random in some sense, and they are potentially determined by the effects of
space charge behaviour, whereby, the residual space charges left behind will influence the
probabilities for initiation and development of subsequent discharge activities.
The occurrence of corona discharges at icicle tips is the first stage of the flashover
process, and will produce a large quantity of space charges around the icicles. In turn, these
space charges will affect the electrical field distribution around the icicles, and,
consequently, affect the successive discharge activities and their development. Therefore,
the corona discharges at the icicle tips play an important role in the formation of the initial
arcs and even in the flashover process.
Although studies of corona discharge have been widely carried out [79][86][89][98],
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very few studies on the corona discharges at icicle tips [45] [48] were focused on and the
space charge produced by the corona discharge is often ignored in the studies on the
discharge development processes and the simulation of electric field distribution around the
ice-covered insulators [43] [53].
In order to better explore these stochastic discharge processes and advance our
fundamental knowledge of corona discharge, the space charge behaviour during discharge
activities will be mainly discussed and analyzed in detail in this chapter.
7.2 DISCHARGE PULSE SEQUENCE AT ICICLE ELECTRODE
7.2.1 Sequential Discharge Pulse under DC+ Voltage
For a given condition of d=7 cm, T=0 °C and o=320 uS/cm, a positive DC voltage
was applied to the icicle electrode and the corona discharges at the icicle tip were recorded
and observed. Figure 7-1 shows the corona discharge pulse sequence for 50 ms at positive
DC voltages of 22.5,23,24 and 25 kV, respectively.
At a low applied voltage of 22.5 kV, every discharge pulse with a large charge
magnitude is followed by one discharge pulse with a small charge magnitude. After a short
period, called a dark period, without discharge pulse generation, another discharge pulse
with large discharge magnitude occurs again. The discharge pulse series is severely non-
uniform and the difference between large magnitudes and small magnitudes is significant.
This phenomenon can be still observed at an applied voltage of 23 kV, but is not as obvious
as those under 22.5 kV. If the applied voltage is increased further up to 24 kV or 25 kV, the
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discharge frequency increases significantly and the time interval decreases. Meanwhile, the
aforementioned phenomenon does not appear any more. Moreover, the discharge pulses
tend to be more uniform.
(a). 22.5 kV (b). 23 kV
(c). 24 kV (d). 25 kV
Figure 7-1 Discharge pulse sequence at various DC+ voltage levels at icicle
(T=0 °C, 0=320 uS/cm and d =7 cm)
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7.2.2 Sequential Discharge Pulses under Different DC- Voltage
For a given condition of d=5 cm, T=0 °C and o=80 uS/cm, a negative DC voltage
was applied to the icicle electrode and the corona discharge magnitude at the icicle tip were
recorded and observed. Figure 7-2 shows the corona discharge pulse sequence for 50ms at
negative DC voltages of 21,22,23 and 24 kV, respectively.
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(a). 21 kV (b). 22 kV
(c). 23 kV (d).24 kV
Figure 7-2 Discharge pulse sequence at various DC- voltage levels at icicle
(T=0 °C, 0=80 uS/cm and d =5 cm)
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It can be observed that the discharge pulses are not uniform at all applied voltage
levels and these discharge pulse are completely random. For example, most of the
magnitudes of discharge pulse are small and less than 250 pC at 21 kV and 300 pC at 24 kV.
They do not like the discharge pulses under DC+ voltage, which is every discharge pulse
with a large charge magnitude is followed by one discharge pulse with a small charge
magnitude. In addition, the discharge pulses become more and more non-uniform with an
increase in applied voltage, but the maximum discharge pulse increases evidently.
7.2.3 Sequential Discharge Pulses under the Positive Half Cycle of Different AC
Voltage
For a given condition of T=0 °C, 0=320 ^iS/cm and d =7 cm, AC voltage is applied
to the icicle electrode and the corona discharge pulses were recorded by the current pulse
measurement system. Figure 7-3 shows the corona discharge pulses for 40 ms at AC voltages
of 18.4 kV and 19 kV, respectively.
Figure 7-3 shows that the discharge pulse sequence occur cyclically. In addition, the
period in which the discharge pulse occurs is significantly shorter compared to the DC
voltage. The repetition rate of discharge pulses is much lower than that under DC+ voltage.
There is only one cluster of discharge pulses in every voltage period, and the first discharge
pulse is always the largest. After that, they are followed by several discharge pulses of
small magnitude, and the discharge pulse magnitude tends to decrease one by one and
completely disappear. After a long period, the discharge pulse series are generated again in
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the next period.
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(a). 18.4 kV (b).19kV
Figure 7-3 Discharge pulse sequence at positive half cycle of AC voltage at icicle
(T=0 °C, 0=320 uS/cm and d =7 cm)
7.2.4 Influence of Applied Voltage on the Discharge Magnitude
The statistical results of the corona discharge magnitude are analyzed at different
applied voltage levels and the result is presented in Figure 7-4. The maximum value and
the standard deviation of discharge pulse magnitude both significantly decrease with an
increase in the applied voltage, which indicates that the corona discharge pulses tend to
become more and more uniform as the applied voltage increases. However, the mean
discharge magnitude fluctuates slightly with the change of applied voltage, and it does not
increase with an increase in the applied voltage. For example, the mean discharge
magnitudes are 422.7 pC, 426.7 pC, 386.5 pC and 398.2 pC corresponding to the applied
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voltage of 22.5 kV, 23 kV, 24 kV and 25 kV, respectively. Figure 7-4 (b) shows that the
mean discharge magnitude and the standard deviation both increase with an increase in
applied voltage under AC voltage. That is because the influence of previous discharge pulse
on the sequential discharge pulse is not as evident as that under DC voltage due to too few
discharge pulses.
— o™ Mean discharge magnitude
—&—Maximum discharge magnitude -» Î J S )
f l c Standard Deviation
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(a). DC+ voltage (b). AC voltage
Figure 7-4 Influence of the applied voltage on the discharge magnitude
7.2.5 Influence of Applied Voltage on the Time Interval of Discharge Pulse
According to Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-3, the effect of the applied voltage on the
time interval is shown in Figure 7-5.
The relationship between the applied voltage of DC+ and the time interval as
presented in Figure 7-5(a) shows that the maximum time interval and the mean time
interval both decrease with the applied voltage, which means that the discharge frequency
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increases in high applied voltage. However, the minimum value of the time interval does
not decrease strictly with an increase in applied voltage. The minimum time mterval
represents the minimum time required for the electric field to reactivate the next discharge
pulse. It depends on the time constant of the capacitance of the gap in series with the
resistance of the icicle, as well as on the disappearance of the space charge, which is
influenced by the applied voltage level and the magnitude of the previous discharge pulse.
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(a). DC+ voltage (b). AC voltage
Figure 7-5 Influence of applied voltage on the time interval
Figure 7-5 (b) shows that under AC voltage, the mean time interval and the
minimum time interval both decrease with an increase in applied voltage. The mean time
interval and the minimum time interval are evidently bigger than those under DC+ voltage.
In special, the minimum time interval of AC voltage is slightly smaller than the mean time
interval of DC voltage. Therefore, under AC voltage the influence of the previous discharge
pulse on the sequential discharge pulse is not evident any more.
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7.2.6 Distribution of Time Interval
The frequency distributions of the time interval of the discharge pulses shown in
Figure 7-1 during 200 ms are presented in the Figure 7-6 according to different voltage
levels. At low voltage level of 22.5 kV, although the time interval is mainly concentrated at
around 0.5 ms, the statistical result of time interval does not follow the normal distribution
as shown in red line. However, as the applied voltage increases, this distribution tends to
follow a normal distribution as shown in red line, especially at high voltage level of 25 kV.
This means that although the time intervals to occur the discharge pulses seem random, it
follow a certain mechanism due to the existence of space charge, which is in agreement
with the statistical result in [126].
Figure 7-7 shows the probability density distribution of time intervals
corresponding to Figure 7-6. Obviously, the probability density distribution of time
intervals is evidently influenced by the applied voltage. In particular, under low voltage
level of 22.5 kV, its distribution range is wide. Whereas under high voltage levels of 24 kV
or 25 kV, the probability density distributions become more and more narrow and follow an
approximately normal distribution. Meanwhile, the standard deviation reducing at high
applied voltage means that the time interval becomes more uniform at high applied voltage
compared to that at low voltage.
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(a).22.5 kV
055
(b).23 kV
(c).24 kV (d).25 kV
Figure 7-6 Statistical result of frequency for discharge time interval
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Figure 7-7 Probability density distribution of time interval
7.3 INFLUENCE OF PREVIOUS DISCHARGE PULSE ON SEQUENTIAL
DISCHARGE PULSE
7.3.1 First Discharge Pulse Magnitude and Second Discharge Pulse Magnitude
The generation mechanism and definition of the first and the second discharge
pulses are shown schematically in Figure 7-8. The discharge pulse, which occurs after a
long time interval and have a high magnitude, are defined as the "first pulse", and those
with a small magnitude and the closest to the "first pulse" are defined as the "second pulse"
[83].
hi order to understand how the space charge influences the sequential in a cluster of
discharge pulse sequence, the first and second discharge pulse magnitude and their
corresponding time intervals are extracted under DC+ voltage level of 22.5 kV and AC
voltage level of 19 kV, respectively, and the relationship between the discharge magnitudes
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and the time intervals is illustrated in Figure 7-9.
Qt first PD pulse
subsequent
Time
Figure 7-8 Definition of the first and the second discharge pulse
As seen in Figure 7-9(a), under DC+ voltage, although all discharge magnitudes are
scattered, the first and second discharge pulses can be obviously distinguished by the time
interval and the discharge magnitude, Q. Generally, the time interval to activate the first
discharge pulse is longer than 1 ms and the first discharge pulse magnitudes seem to be
random and bigger than 500 pC. The time interval to generate the second discharge pulse is
normally shorter than 0.9 ms. Moreover, all second discharge pulse magnitudes are less
than 500 pC. The second discharge pulse magnitudes are evidently dependent on the
previous time interval and increase with an increase in the time interval.
Figure 7-9 (b) shows that under a positive half-cycle of AC voltage the first and the
second discharge pulse magnitude are completely separated. The time interval of first
discharge pulse is long, up to almost 20 ms, and all discharge magnitudes are above 500 pC,
which means only one first discharge pulse is generated in every applied voltage period.
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The time interval to activate the second discharge pulse is relatively small and meanwhile
its discharge amplitude is slightly smaller compared to the first one. Despite the fact, some
magnitudes of the second discharge pulse are also larger than 500 pC; half of them are less
than 500 pC.
First PD putee
Second PD pulse
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(a). DC+ voltage level of 22.5 kV
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(b). AC voltage level of 19 kV
Figure 7-9 Relationship between the first discharge pulse and the second discharge pulse
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7.3.2 Relationship between the Discharge Magnitude and the Time Interval under
DC+ voltage
The relationship between the subsequent discharge pulse magnitude and the time
interval under positive DC voltage is shown in Figure 7-10 for various voltage levels. Each
plot corresponds to a pair of sequential discharge pulses in a period of 200 ms.
Figure 7-10(a) and (b) show that at low voltage levels of 22.5 kV or 23 kV, the
discharge magnitude, Q, increases with an increase in the time interval At, up to a certain
time interval by approximate linearity defined as the critical time interval [24]. When the
time mterval is above that, this increase in Q is not significant. That is, when the time
interval is longer than the critical time interval, Q is not influenced by At and is kept around
550 pC. The critical time mterval is different for different applied voltage levels. It is
approximately 1.41 ms at 22.5 kV and 1.1 ms at 23 kV.
However, at high voltage of 24 kV or 25 kV, the above-mentioned linear
relationship between Q and At does not exist. In this case, almost all time intervals are less
than 0.6 ms and almost all discharge magnitude is higher than 300 pC but lower than 500
pC, and it is unlike the phenomenon under low applied voltage, in which some discharge
magnitude is lower than 300 pC and some is higher than 600 pC. This is because all the
discharge activities occur under the strong influence of the space charge.
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Figure 7-10 Relationship between discharge amplitude and time interval under
different DC+ voltage levels (T=0 °C, o=320 ^S/cm and d =7 cm)
7.3.3 Relationship between the Discharge Magnitude and the Time Interval under
DC- voltage
The relationship between the subsequent discharge pulse magnitude and the time
interval under negative DC voltage is shown in Figure 7-11 for various voltage levels. Each
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plot corresponds to a pair of sequential discharge pulses in a period of 100 ms. it can be
noted that although the time interval of discharge pulse reduces, the discharge pulse
magnitudes are random. No evident relationship between Q and At may be found. For
example, according to the same time interval of 0.4 ms at 23 kV, some discharge
magnitudes are as low as around 150 pC and some magnitudes are higher than 450 pC.
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Figure 7-11 Relationship between discharge amplitude and time interval under
different DC- voltages (T=0 °C, o=80 uS/cm and d=5 cm)
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7.4 DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES AT METAL ELECTRODE
7.4.1 Sequential Discharge Pulse under DC Voltage
For d=5 cm, a positive or negative DC voltage was applied to the metal electrode
and the corona discharges were recorded and observed. Figure 7-12 shows the corona
discharge pulses for 50 ms at different positive DC voltage levels of 14, 15, 16 and 18 kV,
respectively. Figure 7-13 presents the corona discharge pulses for 50 ms at different
negative DC voltage levels of 15,16,18 and 21 kV, respectively.
Under DC+ and DC- voltages, at a low applied voltage level, every discharge pulse
with a large charge magnitude is followed by one discharge pulse with a small charge
magnitude. After a relatively long period without discharge pulse generation, another
discharge pulse with large discharge magnitude occurs again. The discharge pulse series is
severely non-uniform and the difference between large magnitudes and small magnitudes is
significant. For example, at the positive applied voltage levels of 14, 15, 16 kV, and at the
negative applied voltage levels of 15, 16, 18 kV, the aforementioned phenomenon always
exists. However, as the applied voltage increases up to 18kV under DC+ and to 21kV under
DC- respectively, the discharge frequency increases significantly and the time interval
decreases. Meanwhile, the aforementioned phenomenon no longer appears. Moreover, the
discharge pulses tend to be more uniform.
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(a).14kV (b).15kV
(c).16kV (d).18kV
Figure 7-12 Discharge pulses at different DC+ voltage levels for metal electrode
(d=5 cm)
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(c). 18kV (d).21kV
Figure 7-13 Discharge pulses at different DC- voltage levels for metal electrode
(d=5 cm)
7.4.2 Relationship between the Discharge Magnitude and the Time Interval under
DC+ voltage
Under positive DC voltage and d=5 cm, the relationship between the subsequent
discharge pulse magnitude and the time interval at the metal electrode is shown in Figure
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7-14 for various voltage levels. Each plot corresponds to a pair of sequential discharge
pulses in a period of 200 ms.
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Figure 7-14 Relationship between the discharge amplitude and the time interval under
different DC+ voltages for the metal electrode
Figure 7-14 (a), (b) and (c) show that at the low voltage levels of 14, 15 and 16 kV,
the discharge magnitude, Q, increases with an increase in the time interval At, up to the
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critical time interval. When the time interval is above that value, this increase in Q is no
longer significant. That is, when the time interval is longer than the critical time interval,
the discharge pulse magnitude, Q, is not influenced by At and is slightly influenced by an
increase in the applied voltage. The critical time interval decreases slightly from
approximate 2.5 ms at 14 kV to around 1.5 ms at 16 kV. When the applied voltage increases
to 18 kV, the aforementioned linear relationship between Q and At does not exist any longer.
It can be observed that all the time intervals are less than 0.7 ms; meanwhile, all the
discharge magnitude is almost higher than 1300 pC, but lower than 1900 pC. This is
different from the phenomenon at low applied voltage, in which some discharge
magnitudes are lower than 800 pC at 14 kV and some of them are higher than 2400 pC at
16 kV. This is because all the time interval of discharge pulse is less than the critical time
interval, and therefore the all the discharge activities occur under strong influence of the
space charge.
7.4.3 Relationship between the Discharge Magnitude and the Time Interval under
DC- voltage
Under negative DC voltage and d=5 cm, the relationship between the subsequent
discharge pulse magnitude and the time interval at the metal electrode is shown in Figure
7-15 . Each plot corresponds to a pair of sequential discharge pulses in a period of 200 ms.
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Figure 7-15 Relationship between discharge amplitude and time interval under DC- voltage
for metal electrode
Figure 7-15 (a) show that at low voltage level of 15 kV, the discharge magnitudes,
Q, are separated by different time intervals. The discharge magnitude with a large time
interval is relatively larger than those with a small time interval. When the applied voltage
increases slightly, to 16 kV, it can be found that the discharge pulse magnitude increases
with an increase in the time interval, At, to a critical time interval, and this tendency
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becomes more evident under a slightly higher voltage level of 18 kV. The critical time
interval decreases with an increase in applied voltage, and the discharge magnitude
corresponding to the critical time interval is around 600 pC and 800 pC for 16 and 18 kV,
respectively.
When the applied voltage is increased further and reaches 21 kV, the
aforementioned relationship between Q and At does not exist. These discharge activities
seem random as those observed under DC+ voltage, and almost all time intervals are less
than 0.45 ms and almost all discharge magnitudes are higher than 600 pC but lower than
1400 pC. Evidently, all the discharge activities occur under the strong influence of the
space charge, and this result is in quite agreement with the studies in [20] [105].
7.5 DISCUSSION
7.5.1 Occurrence of Discharge Pulse Series
As can be seen from Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-3, the discharge pulse series is not
consecutive, and the pulse amplitude and the time separation between two adjacent pulses
are both varied. These non-consecutive discharge pulses have been found in other
investigations [70] [125].
Basically, two conditions must be satisfied to form corona discharge: (1) one
volume must have an Electric field strength (E) to gas density (N) ratio, E/N, greater than
the critical value, (E/N)c, at which the gas ionization coefficient r\ equals the electron
attachment coefficient r\a, called critical volume; (2) some initiatory electrons must exist in
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above critical volume. For example, the initial electrons result from the field emission from
the electrode surface for DC- voltage and from the ionization of gas molecules for DC+
voltage, except that the discharge mechanism is the same. Therefore, in the following
discussions and analysis, only the positive polarity will be discussed. The critical volume
and the initial position of corona discharge for DC+ are shown in Figure 7-16 (a) and (b),
respectively.
I X
(a).Representation of critical volume, (b).Initial position of corona discharge
Figure 7-16 Corona discharge volume and inception position
Where S^ and Sout are the inner curve surface and outer curve surface of critical volume,
and they are defined as:
Sin: X = 0 and ne = «Q • exp[ JUTJ-(X) - rja (x)]dl(x)
I
Sout: X = Xcr and E = Ecr, t]t = rja
Where / = Xcr - XQ represents the path followed by the electron avalanche in the gas gap
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in which El N>{EI N)c; X is the boundary of critical volume, x distance of point away
from icicle electrode and dl(x) is an element of path length; «Q is initiatory electrons; rjt
and rja are ionization efficient and detachment efficient, respectively.
At the vicinity of the electrode point, numerous ionizations are produced in the
region of intensive field. Because the free electrons are very mobile, an immobile positive
ionic is left behind to form a space charge cloud (DC+ voltage). In fact, the discharge
activities of coronas are restricted to a certain volume, where the overall Electric field
strength, E, is high enough to allow ionization. The Electric field strength E is determined
by the external field, E
 p, and the electric field of space charge cloud, Es.
Ê = ÊS+ Êapp (7-1)
The electrical field stress of the space charge cloud, Es at the vicinity of electrode
point with a known charge magnitude, Q, could be calculated approximately as follows:
Es = Q/ 2 (7-2)
/{Anep1)
Where s is the permittivity of free space and p is the distance of the center of the space
charge from the electrode point.
Because the initial growth of a discharge pulse depends exponentially on the local
field strength [127], it can be expected that the 'size' of a discharge pulse as measured, for
example, by its amplitude or integrated charge, will be sensitive to the small reductions in
the field stress at the vicinity of the electrode point due to the existence of the space charge
cloud. The subsequent discharge pulse occurs only after the space charge cloud moves
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sufficiently far away from the electrode to allow the restoration of local field stress.
It is well known that these stochastic characteristics of the discharge activities are
caused by the remaining space charge created by the discharge pulse. The space charge may
reduce the local electric field strength near the point electrode to a level that eventually
quenches the discharge activities. As long as the charge carriers are close to the initiation
point of the avalanche, they will reduce the local field strength and thus finally stop the
continuation of the avalanche.
The variability results in part from where and when the seed electron that initiates
an electron avalanche appears. If the seed electron appears too far from the stressed
electrode in a region where attachment dominates, the electron avalanche cannot form.
However, if the electron is too close to the electrode inside the critical volume, the
avalanche strikes the electrode before it can reach the critical size of 10 to form a
detectable discharge pulse [130]. The seed electrons are delivered by negative ions ofO^".
Negative ions can detach their extra electrons through a collision near the point electrode
where the local Electric field strength is high enough [131].
7.5.2 Discussion on the Discharge Pulse Sequence under Different Voltage Polarities
and Electrode Materials
At the icicle electrode, it is easy to find the difference between discharge pulses
under different voltage types. Under positive DC voltage, every discharge pulse with a
large charge magnitude is followed by one discharge pulse with a small charge magnitude
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at low applied voltage, and the discharge magnitude, Q, increases with an increase in the
time interval, At, up to a certain time interval. Only at high-applied voltage, the discharge
pulse magnitudes seem random and irregular. However, under negative DC voltage, the
discharge pulse magnitudes always appears randomly, and there is no similar relationship
between the discharge magnitude and the time interval found at low or high-applied voltage
levels. In addition, in a comparison of discharge pulses between the icicle electrode and the
metal electrode, it is well known that at the metal electrode, a relationship between the
discharge magnitude and the time interval may be obtained at the low levels of positive or
negative DC voltage. Under DC+ voltage, comparing the discharge pulse occurring at the
metal electrode with those at the icicle electrode, it is found that at the metal electrode there
need a bigger variation of the applied voltage to transit the non-discharge pulses into the
relative uniform discharge pulses.
Therefore, under negative DC voltage, the discharge at the icicle electrode is
obviously different from that under other conditions. This may be due to the damage of
icicle tip. The melting process of the icicle will cause a change in the source to emit the first
electron. A sharp-point electrode is a guarantee to investigate the existence of space charge
and its influence [20] [105].
In addition, Loeb et al [100] stated that at the water droplet electrode, there is no
true corona occurrence because of its feeble luminosity. There are several numerical models
proposed to explain the appearance of discharge pulses. Morrow [128] proposed that the
secondary photon emission is dominant for the peak current of discharge pulse. The Reess
and Pailoi's model [132] explains that the field-effect emission is essential for the first rise
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time of Trichel pulse. These theories suggest that the Trichel pulse never occurs at water or
ice surfaces. However, a new quasi-one-dimensional model, taking into account only the
secondary ion emission, shows a good agreement with the shape of the pulse and other
characteristics [133]. According to this model, the discharge current pulse can occur not
only from metal electrodes but also from water and ice surfaces. The related experiment
results have also been verified by Toshiyuki Sugimoto et al [125] at water electrodes and
H.W. Bandel [45] at water and ice points. However, more experimental and theoretical
research using undamaged icicle tip is necessary to confirm these discharge pulses and their
appearance to reveal the existence of space charge.
7.5.3 Space Charge Behavior Under DC+ Voltage
7.5.3.1 Space Charge Behavior and Discharge Pulse Generation
In order to explain this consecutive discharge pulse sequence in Figure 7-1, the
corona stabilization and the space charge behaviors under DC+ voltage are proposed and
illustrated in Figure 7-17. At first, once discharge pulse occurs as shown in Figure 7-17 (I),
because electrons move at least 100 to 1000 times faster than positive space charges, the
residual space charges will form around the electrode point, as shown in Figure 7-17 (II).
The residual space charge ions will distort the Electric field strength and suppress the
corona discharge occurrence, and this period without discharge activities is called a dark
period. If the space charge cloud cannot suppress the generation and extension of discharge
activities, and meanwhile, some initial electron are generated in the critical volume where
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the Electric field strength is higher than the critical Electric field strength, a discharge pulse
occurs as shown in Figure 7-17 (Il-a). During a small time interval period like Figure 7-17
(II) and (Il-a), the discharge pulse magnitude becomes relatively large in a short time
interval. In general, this phenomenon occurs only at high voltage.
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Figure 7-17 Schematic illustration of space charge behaviour and discharge generation
If the Electric field strength produced by the space charge cloud is strong enough to
suppress the corona discharge activities, as the time increases, the space charge cloud will
drift away from the anode. When the time interval is not very long and the space charge
cloud does not drift very far from the anode, the original Electric field strength is not
restored completely. At this moment, if a free electron is created in the critical volume to
form an avalanche, a discharge pulse will be formed as shown in Figure 7-17 (III) and (IV).
The discharge magnitude depends on the time interval of the discharge pulse. The longer
the time interval is, the larger the discharge pulse magnitude is.
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If the time interval is longer than the critical time interval as shown in Figure 7-17
(V), the space charge cloud will drift far away from the anode and will disappear at the
cathode. The original field around the anode will be restored completely. Once a free
electron is created, the discharge activity will occur and the pulse magnitude will be large.
This is known as the "first pulse".
During discharge processes, the positive space charge generally reduces the local
Electric field strength near the point electrode to a level that eventually quenches the
discharge activities. Meanwhile, while the electrons drift and diffuse, numerous electrons
are captured by molecules to form negative space charges. In turn, the negative space
charge will provide the first free electrons to form the next pulsating discharge in the
critical volume. However, how long the space charge can keep inhibiting the next discharge
pulse cannot be clearly described by a single number. The space charge occupies a certain
volume and contains a variety of ionic species, which in general have different mobility,
and the next discharge pulse may occur before the space charge completely dissipates.
In addition, a similar discharge phenomenon between the discharge magnitude and
the time interval of discharge pulse has been verified in SFé [83] and air [24], respectively.
7.5.3.2 Space Charge Behavior at Low Applied Voltage
Figure 7-10 shows that the relationship between the discharge magnitude and the
time interval is influenced by the applied voltage, and this change is potentially determined
by the existence of space charge.
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The schematic illustration of the discharge pulse mechanism at low voltage is
shown in Figure 7-18. This phenomenon mainly occurs at the applied voltage of 22.5 kV
and 23 kV, when d=7 cm. At voltage levels slightly higher than that of the corona inception
(22.5 or 23 kV), the Electric field strength produced by the applied voltage is low.
Consequently, the discharge frequency is low, which means that the time interval between
two discharge pulses is long. The discharge process is shown in Figure 7-17 (III) and (IV).
The discharge magnitude increases with an increase in the time interval.
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Figure 7-18 Schematic illustration of discharge mechanism at low voltage
The critical time interval, at which the discharge magnitude begins to stop
increasing, depends on the voltage levels. The critical time interval at 23kV is less than that
at 22.5 kV. This is because the space charge cloud moves faster in the stronger Electric field
strength, and consequently, it takes less time for the space charge to drift.
When the time interval is higher than the critical value, it is sufficiently long to let
all residual space charges clear completely before the next pulse starts. The influence of the
space charge on the original Electric field strength is negligible. The influence of space
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charge on the original field stress is very weak and thus ignorable. Thus, the discharge
activities are not strongly influenced by the space charge cloud and the discharge pulse is
only voltage dependence. The aforementioned correlation between the discharge magnitude
and time interval vanishes. This discharge pulse is called the first discharge pulse and
shown in Figure 7-1 (a) and Figure 7-8. After that, the negative ions and electrons will
increase discharge probability; however, the positive ions activate the corona stabilization
effect. Hence, some discharge activities with small charge magnitude occur in the short
time interval and they are called the second discharge pulse or sequential discharge pulse as
shown in Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-17 (IV), respectively. During this discharge process,
because the time interval is shorter than the critical value, the following discharge pulse
magnitudes are proportional to the previous time interval.
7.5.3.3 Space Charge Behavior in High Applied Voltage
The schematic illustration of a discharge pulse generation mechanism at high
voltage is shown in Figure 7-19. At a high voltage of 24 or 25 kV, the critical volume is
large and the appearance of an initial free electron is very likely. Therefore, the discharge
can be generated more easily than at the lower voltage levels of 22.5 or 23 kV. This will
cause the time interval to reduce, which means the space charge cloud cannot move far
away enough. This causes the activated the corona stabilization as shown in Figure 7-17
(Il-a), then the discharge magnitude of the subsequent discharge pulse becomes small. It is
found from Figure 7-10 (c) and (d) that the maximum time interval is 0.51 ms at 24 kV and
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0.55 ms at 25 kV respectively. This means that all time intervals of discharge pulses are
shorter than the critical time intervals of 1.3 ms and 1.0 ms under voltages of 22.5 kV and
23 kV respectively. Thus, all discharge activities occur under the effect of corona
stabilization as shown in Figure 7-17 (II). Therefore, the magnitude of subsequent
discharge pulse is relatively small due to the corona stabilization effect from numerous
positive ions derived from the previous discharge activities as shown in Figure 7-17 (II) to
(IV).
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Figure 7-19 Schematic illustration of discharge mechanism at high voltage
7.5.4 Space Charge Behaviors under AC Voltage
The schematic illustration of discharge pulse generation mechanism at AC voltage is
shown in Figure 7-20. The behaviors of space charge are more complicated under AC
voltage than those under DC voltage, due to the change of external field. Therefore, the
characteristics of space charge memory effects cannot be measured for the entire
consecutive corona pulse series except for those with time intervals shorter than the critical
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time interval. The ions generated by discharge activities in the previous negative half cycle
drift away. The residual ions in one polarity will reduce electrical field stress and suppress
discharge activities, whereas, after a switch of polarity, they may contribute to the
generation of discharge activities in the sequential half cycle. Many investigations [134]
revealed that discharge activities are mainly concentrated along the rise front of the
sinusoidal waveform. Generally, the first discharge magnitude is proportional to the
instantaneous voltage and the scatter of Vinc is related to the probability of generation of an
initial electron.
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Figure 7-20 Schematic illustration of space charge behaviour under AC voltage
Figure 7-3 shows that the sequential discharge pulse magnitude is evidently smaller
than the first one, although the external applied voltage still increases. Figure 7-6 shows
that the mean time interval in one cluster is less than the critical time interval. Therefore,
before the sequential discharge pulses occur, the influence of space charge on the sequential
discharge pulse still exists. This will cause the discharge pulse decrease and to be
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independent of instantaneous voltage.
7.6 CONCLUSIONS
1). At different applied voltage levels, both the magnitude and repetition rates of the corona
discharge pulses are different. At a voltage slightly higher than VinC, each corona
discharge pulse of larger magnitude is consistently followed by another pulse of lower
discharge magnitude. At a high voltage, this phenomenon disappears. The repetition
rates of the corona discharge pulses increases and the discharge pulse magnitudes
become very uniform.
2). The time interval before the first pulse discharge is generally larger than that before the
second pulse discharge. Although, the maximum time interval and the mean time
intervals both decrease with an increase in applied voltage, the minimum time interval
under DC voltage does not decrease strictly with an increase in applied voltage. The
minimum time interval of AC voltage is slightly smaller than the mean time interval of
DC voltage. Therefore, under AC voltage the influence of the previous discharge pulse
on the sequential discharge pulse is not as evident as that under DC voltage.
3). The discharge pulses magnitude is influenced by the time interval between them. At
voltages slightly higher than Vinc, the discharge magnitude, Q, increases with an
increase in the time interval At, when At is small. Whereas, when At reaches a certain
critical time interval, this increase in Q is not significant any more. At high voltages,
the above relationship between Q and At does not exist.
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4). The space charge will distort the electric field distribution and consequently affect the
next discharge. Depending on the applied voltage and other conditions, if the Electric
field strength produced by the space charge cloud is not strong enough to suppress the
corona discharge, the next discharge will occur and a discharge pulse will be formed
after a short time interval. If the Electric field strength produced by the space charge
cloud is strong enough to suppress the corona discharge, the next discharge will occur
when the space charge cloud drifts away from the anode, the discharge magnitude
being dependent on the time interval. If the time interval is longer than the critical time
interval, the space charge cloud will drift far away from the anode and has no effects on
the next discharge. Therefore, another first pulse discharge will occur.
5). The influence of space charge on the sequential discharge pulse is more complicated
under AC voltage due to the switch of voltage polarity compared to DC voltage. Under
AC voltage, the residual ions suppressing the sequential discharge occurrence in
previous half cycle may contribute to the generation of discharge activities in a
sequential half cycle.
6). At metal electrode, the influence of space charge under DC voltage on the sequential
discharge pulse can be obviously observed, and this phenomenon is in consistence with
that found at icicle tip under DC+ voltage.
7). The discharge at icicle tips under negative DC voltage is different from those found
under other voltage polarity and types, therefore, more experimental and theoretical
research based on the undamaged icicle tip is necessary to confirm these discharge
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pulses and their appearance from icicle and water tips to reveal the existence of space
charge.
CHAPTER 8
SPACE CHARGE DIFFUSION AND DRIFT
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CHAPTER 8
SPACE CHARGE DIFFUSION AND DRIFT
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of corona discharge pulse is due to the existence of space charge,
and this discharge is based on the generation of successive secondary avalanches
producing breakdown.
At a sufficiently high field stress, the free electrons are likely to ionize a gas
molecule by simple collision resulting in two free electrons and a positive ion. These
two electrons will be able to cause further ionization by collision leading in general to 4
electrons and 3 positive ions. The process is cumulative, and the number of free
electrons will increase as they continue to move in the electric field. The swarm of
electrons and positive ions produced in this way is called an electron avalanche.
Because the electrons move 102 to 103 times faster than positive ions, when electrons
move away, the positive ions are still left behind, and the shape of a cone in space
occurs. This is called the space charge.
In order to understand the space charge behaviour and its influence on the
discharge process, the diffusion and the drift of the space charge cloud are studied in
detail in this chapter and some simulated results will be presented as well.
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8.2 SPACE CHARGE CLOUD
The existence of space charge will distort the original electric field and suppress
the discharge activities. Meanwhile, the space charge cloud drifts away from the
electrode tip to restore the Electric field strength. If there is no other discharge activities
during its diffusion and drift, the diffusion and drift of the space charge cloud can be
expressed as follows:
- + vxVn- £>V2« = 0 (8-1)
Where n is the ion density, v the drift velocity of ion, and D the diffusion
coefficient of ions.
Equation 8-1 is too difficult to be solved. Therefore, a new simplified method is
proposed to consider the diffusion and drift of the space charge cloud; the space charge
cloud is divided into limited small-spheres, in which the ion density is uniform and the
Electric field strength is equivalent in the space charge sphere.
The process of diffusion and drift is based on the following assumptions:
> The electron flight between collisions is always rectilinear.
^ Collisions produce abrupt changes in the direction of flight.
^ The time of collisions will be considered negligible compared with the time of
flights.
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8.3 ION DIFFUSION
8.3.1 Ions Diffusion in the Space Charge Sphere
Supposing an ion sphere with the initial ion density n0 and req in radius, its
propagation can be described by Equation 8-2, when t > 0 [135].
Where n is the ion density in the sphere. It is supposed that ions diffuse uniformly in all
directions; hence the number of ions crossing a unit area in the unit time is [105]:
J = ~® "AT (8-3)
õr
Because J can be also expressed as:
J = nv (8-4)
Combining Equation 8-3 and 8-4, Equation 8-2 can be written as:
— +—n = 0 (8-5)
õr D }
Consider the space charge ions in a solid sphere 0 <r <rm, with ion generation
and subject to the non-homogeneous boundary condition of Equation (8-5), Therefore,
the diffusion of ions in the space charge sphere can be concluded mathematically as
follows:
f\ Ô2 t ^ I dn . n
-—j(m) = --—- m 0<r<r ,t>0
r ôr D ôt q
Í5
at r = req,t>0 (8-6)
for 0<r<req,t =
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When this problem is transformed by the transformation U(r,J) = rn{r,t) , the
-(8-7)
transformed system becomes:
r ô2U 1 ôU .
„ — tu. u _i r <% rg- , i *> \J
U = 0 ât r = O,t>O
(H—)Î7 = 0 at r = req,t>0
•n0 for 0 < r < req,t - 0
This is a homogeneous ion conduction problem for a slabO <r<req. After the
transformation of the solution from U(r,J) to n{r,i), we obtain:
»{r, t) = 1 g
Where
£ r\ ^{r'pm )dr> ----- (8-8)
^
D r,,
and the /?m value are the positive roots of
(8-9)
J3mreq cot(j3mreq ) + reqk = 0 (8-10)
The roots of this transcendental equation are real iireqk > - 1 . When the value of
y
k as defined above is introduced into inequality we find (rea 1) > - 1 , whichD
implies— > 0. This result is consistent with the requirement on the physical grounds
that in the original sphere problem we should have — > 0 . Therefore, in the
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v v
psedoproblem, the coefficient (reg 1) may be negative, but the quantity req — is
always positive.
8.3.2 Ions Diffusion out of the Space Charge Sphere
We now consider the problem of the ion difftision in hollow sphere a <r <b.
Based on the assumption proposed by McDaniel [136]:
> Ions are distributed uniformly in one plane whose radius is ro with a surface
density of s;
> Ions diffuse towards unlimited space under a constant electrical field stress;
> Depleting reactions happen between ions and neutral molecules.
One solution of Equation 8-1 has been given as follows:
- s
 r ( z - iv ) 2 1
n(r,z,t) = — exp[-at ——] x
(4nDL)1'2 *tD
\m
4íDT
Where DL and DT are diffusion coefficients in horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively.
Supposing no ionizations due to collisions occur during dark duration,
a = o (8-12)
If the plane with radius of R becomes one point, r0 -> 0, and
b = s(nri ) (8-13)
If b is the total number of ions, by L'HospitaPs rule, the Equation can be
expressed by
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Where Q is the charge magnitude, E is the Electric field strength, and m is the mass of
the particle, v is known as the drift velocity. The ratio of the velocity in field direction to
the magnitude of field intensity, or the drift velocity per unit applied field, is expressed
as:
k = — (8-18)
Where k is the mobility of ions.
When ions are moving in a gas in an electric field, they will collide with other
articles according to the kinetic theory of gases and exchange energies.
Because the electric field of an air gap is not uniform, the drift of space charge
clouds is a very complicated. Based on the methods proposed in [137] and previous
assumptions in Section 8.2, the space charge cloud can be considered a point, and its
drift is as follows:
p = k-Ê-1 (8-19)
Where p is the drifting distance of space charge cloud away from the electrode
tip, if = if +ES, Eapp is external applied Electric field strength and Es is the space
charge Electric field strength.
8.5 RE-IGNITION OD CORONA DISCHARGE
With the time increase, the space charge sphere becomes bigger due to diffusion
and drifts farther and farther away from the electrode because of the electric field. Thus,
the Electric field strength at the vicinity of electrode tip will be restored. If the local
field stress is restored to above a certain value, a sequential discharge pulse will occur.
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Actually, the re-inception field tress of discharge activity in a fix electrode
configuration is a constant, and this value is different and not related to the inception
electric field of the first discharge [138]. Supposing the mechanism of sequential
discharge pulse is similar to the first discharge pulse, based on the investigation [139],
the equation of the re-inception field stress can be expressed as follows:
Er = 6.18 x 105 (1 + - j J L = ) (8-20)
Where R^U/Emax, U and Emax are the applied voltage and the maximum electric field at
the vicinity of the electrode. Once the electrical field stress is higher than Er, the second
discharge activities will start again.
8.6 SIMULATION OF ION DIFFUSION AND DRIFT
For a quantitative understanding of the space charge behaviour, the space charge
behaviour is theoretically calculated in consideration of (a) ion diffusion and (b) ion
drift after discharge generation, respectively.
8.6.1 Ion Diffusion
Experimental evidence, based mostly on short gap measurements [140] has
shown that the streamers which form the corona are essentially comprised of two
regions: (1) the streamer head, or active region, where the luminosity generated in the
tip flows to the H.V. electrode and remains attached to the electronegative molecules.
The streamer head has the following characteristics:
1) It contains a net electric charge;
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2) The temperature of the surrounding gas is 273 K;
3) The maximum temperature at the central axis of the corona channel is 1200 K
[141] [142].
4) The half width of the temperature distribution is 10 am, which corresponds to
the radius of the corona channel [143] [144].
5) The temperature distribution is independent of time.
During calculation of the positive ion distribution with consideration of ion
diffusion in the radial direction of the icicle electrode, the ion diffusion coefficient, D, is
given as follows based on the aforementioned characteristics:
KTD = ±Ljç+ (8-21)
e
Where K is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 IO"23 JK4), k+ is the mobility of positive air
ions, and T is assumed a Gaussian temperature distribution in or around a corona
channel and expressed [145] as:
d2 ,T = 927 exp{-( $—-f} + 273 (8-22)
lOxHT6
Where dc is the distance in the radial direction from the central axis of the corona
channel.
The distribution of the positive ion density along one axial direction can be
calculated by the following:
"
 l
 i (8-23)
where n is the ions density at the time of t after discharge pulse generation, the distance,
r is the radius of the space charge cloud and no is the number of ions at t=0 and d=0.
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The calculated results based on the above characteristics for different times after
discharge activity occurrence are shown by the full curves in Figure 8-1. As time
proceeds, the number of ions in the axial direction decreases drastically, while the width
of the ion distribution radically increases in the radial direction of the electrode. This
means that the ion density declines drastically.
Figure 8-1 Positive ion distribution due to ion diffusion
8.6.2 Ion Drift
During calculation of ion drift, the following assumptions are proposed:
1) Discharge activities occur once discharge pulse is observed and discharge
pulse duration is 600 ns[146], which accords to the duration of discharge
pulse;
2) Ion mobility, k+ is considered to be Uox lO^mW^lOS] ;
3) Collision between positive ions and other particles are neglected;
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4) The influence of space charge is considered a charged sphere.
Set the boundary
conditions
Calculation Electric
field stress
Calculation of
diffusion and drift
Figure 8-2 Flow chart for calculating the drift and diffusion of space charge sphere
The whole calculation flow chart is present in Figure 8-2. The drift condition of
space charge positive ions at VapP=22.5 kV and d=7 cm was calculated and the result is
presented in Figure 8-3. The whole diffusion and drift process of the space charge
cloud before the next discharge was generated is illustrated and hatched in red. It was
found that the radius of the space charge is enlarged and the distance between the space
charge cloud and electrode tip increases with time. The influence of a space charge will
last for 1.63 ms, when the sequential discharge pulse appears. The space charge does
not reach completely to the electrode plane. This calculation result means that when the
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influence of space charge is eliminated, the space charge ions have not arrived to plate
or been absorbed as mentioned in [20][85]. In addition, the calculation result is in fair
agreement with the experimental result simulated by R. Morrow et al [147], in which
the streamer in the conditions of 20 kV and 50 mm gap is predicted to cease propagation
after it has traversed 3.5 cm.
In addition, the corona discharge does not initiate directly from the electrode.
Inversely, the first accelerated electron occurs in the region around 0.3 mm below the
electrode tip; actually, the corona discharge first diffuses in the radial direction and
afterward drifts into the gap space.
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(a), the entire drift process (b). the inception phrase of corona discharge
Figure 8-3 Space time diagram of positive ion drift and the prospective volume of
positive ions (d =7 cm, radius of tip=2.5 mm and Vapp=22.5 kV)
8.6.3 Validation with the Experimental Results
Figure 8-4 compares the entire diffusion and drift process of the space charge
sphere with different charge magnitudes. It was found that the time of drift is affected
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by the charge magnitude of the space charge sphere. Evidently, the bigger the charge
magnitude of the space charge sphere, the longer it drifts.
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(a).400 pC (b).550 pC
Figure 8-4 Comparison on drift of space charge with different charge magnitude
(d=7 cm, radius of tip=2.5 mm and Vapp=22.5 kV)
Figure 8-5 shows the comparison of critical time intervals between test results
and calculated results under DC+ voltage. The calculated critical time intervals decrease
with increasing applied voltage and gap distance. For d=5 cm, the test results of critical
time interval at 20k.5 kV and 21 kV are 1.61 ms and 1.2 ms, respectively. For d=7 cm,
they are 1.42 ms and 1.1 ms at 22.5 kV and 23 kV, respectively. It is observed that these
test results are always lower than calculation results, and the difference between test
results and calculation results tends to increase. For d=7 cm, the difference and the
deviation are 0.18 ms and 11.1% at 22.5 kV, respectively and increase up to
approximately 0.5 ms and 31.3% at 23 kV, and a similar result can also be found at d=5
cm.
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Figure 8-5 Comparison between test and calculated one on the critical time interval
The difference and deviation are caused by the existence of electrons and
negative ions in the gap space. Actually, these electrons and negative ions can form
initial discharge activities in the whole critical volume by direct desorption induced by
photons or positive ions or by indirect desorption through secondary electron emission
and sequent electron attachment. The corona discharge will increase the density of
electrons and negative ions drastically, and they drift towards the positive electrode and
may provide a seed electron to initiate another discharge pulse via collisional
detachment [148] in the region where the local electric field is sufficiently high. Test
resulte show that the corona discharge at 7 cm occurs at 22.5 kV. At this moment, the
free electrons and negative ions are less; when the discharge activities start, the amount
of electrons and negative ions increase radically. This is why the deviation increases at
high voltage. Meanwhile, these calculation results and test results verify that the space
charge ions with positive and negative charges have different functions during corona
discharge activities. The positive space charge ions tend to decrease the electric field
and suppress discharge development; however, the negative space charge ions tend to
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support initial electrons for motivating discharge development.
8.7 POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF SPACE CHARGE ON THE FLASHOVER OF
ICE-COVERED INSULATORS
Generally, it is well known to us that there are several discharge phases before
the flashover happen on ice-covered insulators. The corona discharge is the first
discharge phase. Corona discharge means the existence of insulation defect; meanwhile,
the corona discharge will cause the occurrence of space charge: positive and negative
space charge ions. The net charge density in the streamer head remains relatively
constant as the streamer propagates, decreasing slowly only with time. The electrical
field in the streamer head changes more significantly because it depends on the
integrated charge in the streamer head. The various types of space charge have different
roles in the discharge activities.
While the positive space charge ions are drifting, the electric field near the anode
falls at first due to the shielding effect of the net positive space charge ions, but then the
electric field tends to rise toward the anode for two different reasons [149].
> A negative space charge layer at the anode leads to a negative gradient of the
electric field, hence a rising electric field towards the anode.
> Later, when only positive space charge remains but is moving away from the
anode, the electric field raises at the anode as the electric field approaches the
Laplacian distribution.
If the negative space charge does not have adequately high density, the negative
ions will become neutralized at the anode. Meanwhile, some negative ions will supply
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the initially free electrons for a new streamer to develop. If the negative space charge is
high enough, the locally confined field is a quasi-uniform field and will be high enough
to lead to a breakdown in this gap as glow discharge. The negative ions drift toward the
anode and compensate for the loss in the density of negative ions in the space charge,
which is due to recombination with positive ions created in the glow sheath as well as to
diffusion.
In addition, the negative space charge ions also supply initially free electrons to
form an avalanche. Generally, the negative space charge ions do not dominate the
streamer propagation compared to the positive space charge ions.
Therefore, the space charge ions have a significant effect on the corona
discharge and the streamer propagation on an ice-covered insulator, and this influence
can be concluded as follows:
The space charge cloud suppresses or activates corona discharge, and this will
cause a large amount of energy loss and ice melting during ice accretion, and
consequently the formation of air gaps. This is also a potential loss to power system.
After the existence of air gaps occurs along the ice-covered insulators, almost all
applied voltage applies on the air gap, and thus the electric field become less uniform.
The streamer propagates ahead in the air gap. The existence of space charge will drive
the flashover track along the air gap away, which will increase the arc distance of the air
gap and consequently its breakdown voltage. This phenomenon has been verified in this
test and by other investigations [54] [150], as shown in Figure 8-6. The flashover track
is not a straight line along the air gap, and the schematic illustrations of comprehensive
direction of the electric field are also presented in Figure 8-6(c).
When the air gap is broken down, the partial arc could propagate over the ice
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surface. The propagation of the partial arc along the ice surface is determined by the
streamer inception electric field, and the space charge left behind the streamer head
along the insulator has an effect on streamer propagation just as it does in the air gap.
An evident discharge phenomenon that has been observed is the arc float as shown in
Figure 8-7, which is also driven from the electric field by other factors, mainly the
space charge presented in Figure 8-8, because the surface charge on the wet ice surface
flows toward the opposite electrode. The relationship between the voltage drop and the
arc length has been verified in [54] and expressed as: Varc = Earcxarc. Therein, when
the arc propagates through the air, an increase in the arc length and flashover distance
will result in a higher flashover voltage of the ice-covered insulator.
(a) (b) (c)
(a). Breakdown captured by CoroCAM IV+; (b). Breakdown captured by high
speed camera under DC+ condition; (c).Flashover track under space charge effect
Figure 8-6 Breakdown track along the air gap
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Figure 8-7 Arc float on the ice-covered insulators
Electrtc WtM fw» space charge
i Comprehensive electric field
fc
 *W Electric fiefal from appüed voltage
Figure 8-8 Effect of space charge on arc propagation on the ice surface
8.8 CONCLUSIONS
1) A model for calculating the drift and diffusion of the space charge cloud is
presented. Due to the electric field and the ion thermal movements, the distance
between the space charge cloud center and the electrode tip as well as the radius of
the space charge cloud increase with the time. The critical time interval increases
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with an increase in the charge magnitude of the space charge sphere and decreases
with an increase in the applied voltage.
2) There is a difference between the experiment results and the calculated ones of the
critical time interval due to the existence of free electrons or/and negative ions in
the gap space, and this difference increases with an increase in the applied voltage
because of the existence of more free electrons and negative ions at higher voltage
level. Therefore, further study is needed to improve the accuracy of the
calculations.
3) Space charge has the following effects on the flashover processes of ice-covered
insulators:
> It suppresses or activates the corona discharge continuously, which cause
energy loss and ice melting, as well as consequently the formation of air gaps;
> It drives the flashover track along the air gap away and increases the discharge
distance crossing the air gap;
> It drives the arc float during the arc propagation on the ice surface and
increases the arc length, which results in a higher flashover voltage.
CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMNEDATIONS
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMNEDATIONS
9.1 GENERALLY CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, the corona discharge phenomenon and influence of space charge
on sequential discharge activities were systematically studied for the first time using an
icicle/ice-covered plate air gap system. The work presented in this thesis can be roughly
divided into five components as follows:
> Corona inception voltage and discharge volume at V,nC;
> Characteristics of corona current pulses;
> Statistical analysis of discharge pulse magnitude;
> Influence of space charge on sequential discharge processes;
> Modeling of diffusion and drift of space charge.
Based on the experimental results and the subsequent theoretical analysis
presented in previous chapters, the general conclusions are summarized as follows:
1. Corona Inception Voltage and Discharge volume at Vi«
1.1.The corona inception voltage, Vinc, increases with an increase in air gap distance
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in a logarithmic function. The influence of gap distance on Vinc is more evident
under AC conditions than under DC conditions. At T=0°C, the logarithmic
function of Vine with the gap distance can be expressed as follows:
Vinc=4.51n (d) +14.07 for DC+ voltage
Vinc=4.491n (d) +13.76 for DC- voltage
Vinc=5.901n (d) +9.49 for AC voltage
1.2. The influence of temperature on VjnC is significant. V^c at T=0 °C is lower than
that at T=-5 °C. However, the influence of freezing water conductivity on Vinc is
slight.
1.3. Vine under AC voltage is lower than that under DC voltage. Under DC voltage,
the influence of voltage polarity on Vjnc is different at different temperatures.
When T=0 °C, Vinc under DC+ voltage is always higher than that under DC-
voltage; when T=-5 °C, Vinc under DC+ voltage is lower than that under DC-
voltage.
1.4.The atmospheric pressure has an obvious influence on VmC, and VinC decreases
with a decrease in atmospheric pressure. The value of exponent m decreases
with an increase in the gap distance, which means that the influence of the
atmospheric pressure on m becomes weak at long gap distance. The relationship
between them can be expressed as: m = -0.033 x d + 0.938.
1.5.The discharge volume at VjnC increases with an increase in the temperature and
decreases with an increase in the gap distance. In addition, the discharge volume
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at Vine decreases with a decrease in air pressure. At low pressure, the corona
discharge occurs directly as the glow discharge under DC+ and AC voltage.
2. Characteristics of Corona Current Pulses
2.1. The development of the corona discharge is different under DC+ voltage and
DC- voltage. Under DC+ conditions, when the voltage reaches a certain value,
the corona discharge is transited into the glow. However, under DC- voltage,
when the voltage is high enough, another discharge volume occurs close to the
iced plate.
2.2. The corona discharge under AC voltage is more complex than that under DC
voltage due to the switch of voltage polarity. It has some comprehensive
characteristics similar to DC+ and DC- voltages. One of the major differences
between them is that the discharge current pulse occurs cyclically under AC
voltage.
2.3. The repetition rate of the discharge current pulses is affected by the applied
voltage, temperature, gap distance, and voltage type. It increases first and then
decreases with an increase in applied voltage under DC+ voltage. However,
under DC-, it increases with an increase in voltage at -5 °C and it increases first
and then decreases with an increase in voltage at 0 °C. The maximum value of
the repetition rate increases with an increase in the gap distance, and it is
evidently higher under DC voltage than that under AC voltage.
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2.4. The waveform of the current pulse is influenced by the environment
temperature, the voltage polarity and the atmospheric pressure, but not by the
voltage type. The duration of the pulse current at 0 °C is longer than that at
-5 °C. The waveform of the current pulse is smoother under DC+ voltage than
that under DC- voltage. Under the DC+ and the positive half-cycle of AC, the
rising time of current pulse increases proportionally with a decrease in the
atmospheric pressure. Under DC- and the negative half-cycle of AC, the falling
time of current pulse increases with a decrease in the atmospheric pressure.
2.5. Corona discharge activities have a different influence on icicle shape. Under
DC- voltage and AC voltage, the icicle shape is damaged and flattened, but this
change is not evident under DC+ voltage.
3. Statistical Analysis of Discharge Pulses
3.1. The distributions of discharge magnitudes under DC and AC voltage follow
Gaussian distribution. However, the shapes of the distribution curves are
affected by voltage polarities of DC or AC voltages. The distribution may be
expressed as follows:
l JazáLl
P = — 7 = e 2o"2 for DC+ and positive half-cycle of AC voltage
lai
e zcr, + e 2«r2 for DC-and negative half cycle of AC
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voltage
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3.2. The discharge magnitude and the standard deviation decrease with an increase
in gap distance. The gap distance has more evident influence on discharge
magnitude under DC+ and positive half-cycle of AC voltage than under DC-
and negative half-cycle of AC voltage.
3.3. The discharge magnitude at 0 °C is evidently larger than that at -5 °C. However,
the change of conductivity slightly affects the discharge magnitude when the
temperature remains constant.
3.4. The voltage polarity and type both have an influence on the discharge
magnitude and the standard deviation. The discharge magnitude under DC+
voltage is higher than that under DC- voltage. In addition, the discharge
magnitude under DC+ voltage is slightly lower than under the positive
half-cycle of AC, but it is higher under DC- voltage than under the negative
half-cycle of AC voltage.
3.5. Atmospheric pressure has an obvious effect on the discharge magnitude. The
discharge magnitude first increases and then decreases with a decrease in
pressure. The maximum discharge magnitude appears at 80 kPa, corresponding
to 2 km in altitude.
4. Space Charge Behavior and Corona Stabilization
4.1. At different applied voltage levels, both the magnitude and repetition rates of
the corona discharge pulses are different. At a voltage slightly higher than VinC,
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each corona discharge pulse with larger magnitude is consistently followed by
another pulse with lower discharge magnitude. At a high voltage, this
phenomenon disappears. In this case, the repetition rates of the corona discharge
pulses increase and the discharge pulse magnitudes become uniform.
4.2. The time interval before the "first" pulse discharge is generally larger than that
before the "second" pulse discharge. Although the maximum time interval and
the mean time intervals both decrease with an increase in applied voltage, the
minimum time interval under DC voltage does not decrease strictly with an
increase in applied voltage. The minimum time interval under AC voltage is
slightly smaller than the mean time interval under DC voltage. Therefore, under
AC voltage the influence of the previous discharge pulse on the sequential
discharge pulse is not as evident as that under DC voltage.
4.3. The discharge pulse's magnitude is influenced by the time interval between
them. At voltages slightly higher than VinC, the discharge magnitude, Q,
increases with an increase in the time interval At, when At is small. However,
when At reaches a certain critical time interval, this increase in Q is no longer
significant. At high voltages, the above relationship between Q and At does not
exist.
4.4. The space charge will distort the electric field distribution and consequently
affect the next discharge. Depending on the applied voltage and other conditions,
if the electric field stress produced by the space charge cloud is not strong
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enough to suppress the corona discharge, the next discharge will occur and a
discharge pulse will be formed after a short time interval. If the electric field
stress produced by the space charge cloud is strong enough to suppress the
corona discharge, the next discharge will occur when the space charge cloud
drifts away from the anode, as the discharge magnitude is dependent on the time
interval. If the time interval is longer than the critical time interval, the space
charge cloud will drift far away from the anode and will have no effects on the
next discharge. Therefore, another "first" pulse discharge will occur.
4.5. The influence of space charge on the sequential discharge pulse is more
complicated under AC voltage than under DC voltage due to the switch of
voltage polarity. Under AC voltage, the residual ions suppressing the sequential
discharge occurrence in the previous half-cycle may contribute to the generation
of discharge activities in a sequential half-cycle.
5. Space Charge Diffusion and Drift
5.1. A model for calculating the drift and diffusion of the space charge cloud is
presented. Due to electric field and ion thermal movements, the distance
between the space charge cloud center and the electrode tip as well as the radius
of the space charge cloud increases with time. The critical time interval
increases with an increase in the charge magnitude of the space charge sphere
and decreases with an increase in the applied voltage.
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5.2, There is a difference between the experiment results and the calculated ones of
the critical time interval due to the existence of free electrons or/and negative
ions in the gap space, and this difference increases with an increase in the
applied voltage because of the existence of more free electrons and negative
ions at higher voltage levels. Therefore, further study is needed to improve the
accuracy of the calculations.
5.3. Space charge has the following effects on the flashover processes of
ice-covered insulators:
y It suppresses or activates the corona discharge continuously, which causes
energy loss and ice melting, as well as the consequent formation of air gaps;
> It drives the flashover track along the air gap away and increases the discharge
distance crossing the air gap;
> It drives the arc float during the arc propagation on the ice surface and
increases the arc length, which results in a higher flashover voltage.
9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the mechanisms
underlying the corona discharge at icicle tip have been systematically investigated. The
results and conclusions of this study will contribute to the understanding of corona
discharge phenomena and produced space charge during the whole discharge processes.
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However, due to the limit of time for this Ph.D project, several aspects still remain
unexplained. It is recommended that the related studies should be carried out, as follows.
They include:
1. In the present study, due to the limitation in CoroCAM IV+'s operation
temperatures, the simulating temperature of dry ice was set at -5 °C. Hence, it is
proposed that a further study should be carried out at -12 °C. In addition, the
influence of the humidity and the wind on the characteristics of corona discharge
has not yet been investigated.
2. Under negative polarity, because electrons are ejected directly from icicle
electrode surface, the shape of the icicle tip was changed by electron emission.
Therefore, more experimental and theoretical research are necessary using the
undamaged icicle tip to confirm the discharge under DC- voltage.
3. In order to understand the potential effect of corona discharge on the ice-covered
insulators, the relationship between the leakage current and the PD magnitude
should be investigated as well.
4. Influence of space charge exists not only in the first step of flashover, but also in
all arc propagation process on ice surface. Therefore, further research should be
carried out to study the space charge behavior in the entire flashover
development process.
5. There is a significant difference between the experiment results and the
calculated ones of the critical time interval due to the existence of free electrons
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or/and negative ions in the gap space. Therefore, fiirther study on the model is
needed to improve the accuracy of the calculations.
6. Based on the obtained results, the space charge produced by the corona
discharges exists and can not be neglected. Therefore, the electric field
distribution along the ice-covered insulators with some air gaps should be
simulated dynamically.
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